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Abstract

In this work, I reconstitute and improve upon an Apollo-era statistical model of impact gardening (Gault et al. 1974) and validate the model against the gardening implied by remote sensing and analysis of Apollo cores. My major contribution is the modeling and analysis of the influence of secondary crater-forming impacts, which dominate impact gardening. Secondary craters are formed when debris that has been launched by the collision of an object from space with the surface of a body falls back onto the surface with sufficient energy to produce a crater. Interest in secondary craters and their importance in the evolution of the surfaces of Solar System bodies was re-inspired by a study of the secondary craters of Mars’ Zunil crater (McEwen et al. 2005), which shocked many in the cratering community for being so large, far-flung, and numerous. Similarly, studies of Jupiter’s icy moon Europa’s surface showed that most craters that are < 1 km in diameter are secondary craters (Birehaus et al. 2001; 2005). Secondary impacts appear to be significant drivers of changes at the uppermost surface on bodies across the solar system. I apply my model of impact gardening due to secondary impacts to explore the implications of impact gardening on the Moon, Mercury, and Europa, with a specific interest in the implications of impact gardening on the distribution and evolution of water ice resources in the solar system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Figure 1.1 On the left is a scanning electron microscope image of a crater that is only microns in diameter discovered on a grain of lunar regolith (from Heiken et al. 2012 p. 304). On the right, we see Eratosthenes crater and the curvature of the Moon (Apollo 17 Crew, NASA). The craters share a strikingly similar morphology despite the orders of magnitude that separate them in size and imply similar orders of magnitude in the size range of objects striking the Moon.

Objects over twelve orders of magnitude in size encounter the Earth and Moon during their orbit around the Sun. Evidence of these encounters is written in craters, which despite the orders of magnitude that separate their size, maintain a strikingly similar morphology. Craters that are microns across that have been discovered in individual grains of soil returned from the Moon (Figure 1.1, left) share a similar shape to the craters we can see through binoculars when we look up at our nearest celestial neighbor on a clear night (1.1, right).
The Earth’s atmosphere and active surface have prevented the formation of some craters (as objects burn up on entry) and erased much of the record of impacts over geologic time; however, the Moon has no atmospheric shield and its surface is shaped primarily by impacts. Over billions of years, impacts have pulverized rock and blanketed the surface of the Moon in fine-grained regolith. When Apollo astronauts walked on the surface of the Moon, their boots made prints in the regolith (e.g. Figure 1.2), showing its unique fluffy texture.

After regolith has formed, subsequent impacts churn buried regolith to the surface and surface regolith to depth in a processes called “impact gardening.” Evidence of impact gardening is visible in cores returned by the Apollo program, where a gradient of dark, space weathered regolith, transitions into bright unweathered regolith with increasing depth (e.g. Figure 1.3). Unfortunately, models for the depth and effects of impact gardening on the lunar regolith under-predict the effects visible in the Apollo cores by several orders of magnitude, with particular severity at < 10 cm depth scales and < 1 Myr timescales (Gault et al. 1974; Arnold 1975). Further contradicting the models, before-and-after images returned by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Narrow Angle Camera (LRO NAC) over its decade-long mission show an accumulation of meter-scale albedo anomalies that have been interpreted to be the result of small impacts, which garden the top few centimeters of lunar regolith globally over 100 kyr timescales.

Impact gardening is the process by which impacts redistribute surface material, removing material from depth and re-depositing it near the surface. Gardening is also called “mixing” or “overturn” (e.g. Gault et al. 1974, Arnold 1975) that complicates what might be an otherwise distinct stratigraphic arrangement of materials with depth by repeatedly and stochastically inverting the depth-distribution of materials. Gault et al. (1974) presented a pioneering regolith mixing model predicated on the assumption that impact flux is a probabilistic process that obeys the Poisson distribution (Gault et al. 1972; Gault et al. 1974). In Gault et al. (1974), regolith overturn is defined to occur when a point at depth has been influenced by an impact event (Figure 1). Their model mathematically describes the frequency with which material at that depth is affected by an impact, and transported
Figure 1.2 Apollo 12 astronaut Alan Bean leaves footprints in the fluffy impact-generated lunar regolith as he takes a drill tube core sample (AS12-49-7243).
Figure 1.3 Apollo 16 deep drill core 60009 with a gradient from dark, space weathered regolith to light, pristine regolith with depth. Impact gardening churns surface material to depth and material that was at depth to the surface.

The success rate of overturning events is presented by Gault et al. as a function of input parameters: time, impact flux, and crater scaling. These parameters, together with a statistical method based on Poisson law and the stochastic impact flux describe the rate and probability of overturn at depth as a function of time.

The Gault et al. (1974) model has had significant and ongoing influence on the understanding and impact of planetary regoliths (Arnold 1975; Spencer, 1987; Harmon 2001; Schorghofer et al. 2016a; Hirabayashi et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2017) and analyses of the reworking depth of surface exposure effects in Apollo cores (Morris 1978, Blanford et al. 1980). However, key model parameters such as impact flux and the relationship between crater size and meteorite and target material properties have not been updated since the 1974 study, nor has the model been customized to objects other than the Moon. Building on the legacy of the Gault et al. (1974) model, we have reproduced the probabilistic approach of Gault et al. 1974 and built on the model, extending its inputs to include newer data and generalizing the target and impactor properties. We used the updated model to describe gardening on the Moon and demonstrated its use with updated input values and cratering efficiency laws and validating the results (Costello et al. 2018). The updated model separately treats flux and crater efficiency so that the model can be applied to any object and flux. Updates include crater scaling from Holsapple (1993), separately treats gravity and strength scaled craters, uses a parabolic crater profile (Melosh 1989; Pilkington and Grieve, 1992; Chappelow and Sharpton, 2002; Chappelow, 2013) and an adaption that
allows the model to accept any crater size frequency distribution that follows a power law (e.g. Hartmann, 1984; Hartman, 1999). In our application to the Moon, we input the well-constrained contemporary impact flux from Brown (2002) and target and impactor material properties comprising density (Jeanloz and Ahrens, 1978, Grun et al. 1985, Ceplecha et al. 1998, Kiefer et al. 2012), yield strength, and porosity (Holsapple, 2003).

Finally, and most importantly, I include the effects of secondary impactors on regolith overturn as had been suggested but not included by Gault et al. Understanding of the intensity of secondary cratering has evolved since 1974, with scale and effect revealed by studies of impact ejecta (e.g. Vickery 1986, 1987; Cintala and McBride 1995) and observations of martian (McEwen et al. 2005, Preblich et al. 2007) and lunar craters (Allen 1979; Bart and Melosh, 2007; Robinson et al. 2015, Speyerer et al. 2016). When compared to the reworking rates calculated from analysis of Apollo cores (e.g. Morris 1979; Blanford et al 1980) and implied by the rate at which lunar surface features such as rays disappear into background regolith, models of impact gardening that only include a primary impact flux fail to keep up at all depths and timescales (Gault et al. 1974; Arnold 1975). When considering impact processing at the meter and smaller scale, secondaries are critical. Whether driven by primaries or secondaries, the analytic model simplifies to a prediction of reworking that proceeds through a column of regolith following a power law function of time.

An important feature of the Gault et al. model is in its analytic nature. This overturn model can serve as a computationally inexpensive vanguard for future exploration on impact gardening. Results can be used to identify important parameters for more detailed study, for example, in the lunar case, we see that secondaries have a profound effect on the evolution of lunar regolith and call for more detailed analysis. For far less computational cost than a single run of a sophisticated Monte Carlo simulation (e.g. Arnold 1975; Crider & Vondrak, 2003; Huang et al. 2017), the analytic model can yield a large number of results, providing deep insights into the fundamental drivers of overturn in seconds. The relative ease with which the model can be deployed makes it a useful tool in the exploration of the Moon and
beyond. A particular strength of the generalized approach presented in my updated model is that it allows the opportunity to describe the impact gardening rate on any airless body. In this work, I pay respect to the rich heritage of lunar science by revisiting the model by Gaul et al. (1974), and facilitate the extension of this Apollo-era vision across the Solar System.

My first target is the poles of the Moon and Mercury. The Moon and Mercury both have polar regions in permanent shadow that provide hospitable conditions for preservation of volatiles (Urey et al. 1967; Watson et al. 1962; Vasavada et al. 1999; Paige et al. 2010; Paige et al., 2013). On Mercury, all surfaces and shallow subsurfaces cold enough to preserve ice against sublimation show strong evidence of the presence of ice (Paige et al. 2013) and there are ice deposits that are meters thick (e.g. Slade et al. 1992; Harmon et al. 1994; Lawrence et al. 2013). However, ice on the Moon is less conspicuous. Workers have found limited traces of water ice (e.g. Nozette et al. 1996; Colaprete et al. 2010; Zuber et al. 2012; Hayne et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017) but the Moon does not have extensive polar surface or shallow buried ice deposits like Mercury. The cause of the discrepancy between the abundance of near-surface ice between the Moon and Mercury remains a mystery, however, Marchi et al. (2005) showed that the modern flux of large impactors of diameters 1 cm - 100 m is about ten times lower on Mercury than it is on the Moon. This will cause a difference in the depth and rate of regolith overturn, and impact gardening may be the cause of the difference in ice distribution.

Europa is an icy body of astrobiological importance and the destination of a new multiple flyby mission (Europa Clipper, launch in 2023) and landed mission concepts. Two previous remote sensing visits to Europa, from the Voyager and Galileo spacecraft, sparked wonder and debate about the unique morphologic features, chemistry, and astrobiological potential of this icy satellite of Jupiter. Europa’s surface is composed of water ice and salts and it is thought that a liquid water ocean hides kilometers below the solid ice shell (Kivelson et al. 2000). We also know that the surface of Europa is young relative to its heavily cratered neighbor-moons Ganymede and Callisto, and mysterious linea and chaos terrains
could suggest relatively recent or ongoing large-scale resurfacing. We also know that the
surface is heavily irradiated by Jupiter’s ionosphere, so much so that biolomolecules exposed
to the surface would be destroyed. Impact gardening redistributes irradiated material to
depth and draws pristine material and potential biolomolecules upwards to the dangerous
radiation at the surface. I model impact gardening on Europa to identify surface-subsurface
transport rates, and modification and preservation timescales in support of the hope to
discover evidence of life, and characterize the icy regolith material remote sensing senses
and a lander would sample on Europa.
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Chapter 2

The mixing of lunar regolith: Vital updates to a canonical model

Note: This chapter was published in 2018 in the journal Icarus 314, 327-344, as ”The mixing of lunar regolith: Vital updates to a canonical model.” with co-authors R.R. Ghent and P.G. Lucey.

Abstract

In this work we update the regolith mixing model presented by Gault et al. (1974), including new input values and reworking key parameters. Much as Gault et al. did, we present a way to calculate the rate at which lunar regolith is overturned at depth. The model describes a mixing front that proceeds downward from the surface following a power-law function of time. Our most important update is the inclusion of secondary impacts. Our calculations show that secondaries are necessary to produce the reworking rate inferred from the depth distribution of surface-correlated material in Apollo cores (Fruchter et al. 1977; Morris 1978; Blanford et al. 1980), from the rate at which splotches rework the top 3 cm of regolith (Speyerer et al., 2016), and from the rate at which Diviner cold spots (Bandfield et al., 2013) and crater rays (Pieters et al. 1985; Hawke et al. 2004; Werner and Medvedev, 2010) are reworked into background regolith. Overturn calculations that only consider the impact of primaries fail to describe observed reworking rates at all depths and timescales. We conclude that secondary impacts dominate mixing in the top meter of lunar regolith.
2.1 Introduction

Each time an object impacts a planetary body, material is excavated from depth and deposited in the proximity as an ejecta deposit. Impacting objects can be micron-sized grains of cosmic dust, kilometer-sized asteroids, or any of all twelve orders of magnitude in between. The size distribution of objects that strike the Moon is largely stochastic, governed by mutual impacts and the power laws of pulverization (Strom et al. 2005; Malhotra et al. 2015). Impacting objects generate craters correlated to the impactor size, velocity, and material properties of the impactor and target (e.g. Schmidt and Holsaple, 1980; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982; Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1993). The power-law size distribution of impactors and the well-constrained relationship between impactor size and crater size allow statistical modeling of regolith evolution, including impact gardening.

Impact gardening is the process by which impacts redistribute regolith material, removing grains from depth and re-depositing them near the surface. Gardening is also called ?mixing? or ?overturn? (e.g. Gault et al. 1974, Arnold 1975) because it muddles the otherwise distinct stratigraphic arrangement of materials with depth by repeatedly and stochastically inverting the depth-distribution of materials. Explorations of the impact-driven evolution of regolith have continued to provide insight into the depth profiles of cosmic ray tracks, volatile elements, abundance of cosmogenic radionuclides, percentages of different lithologic components, and grain size distributions (e.g. Fruchter et al. 1976; Fruchter et al. 1977; Morris 1978; Blanford et al. 1980; Crider and Vondrak, 2003; Vondrak and Crider, 2003; Heiken et al. 2012; Hurley et al. 2012). Each study contributes to our understanding of the process and consequences of impact gardening and its wider influence on lunar stratigraphy, the lifetime of rays and other surface features such density and albedo anomalies, and the burial, exposure, and break down of volatiles and rocks.

Gault et al. (1974) presented a pioneering regolith mixing model predicated on the assumption that impact flux is a probabilistic process that obeys the Poisson distribution (Gault et al. 1972; Gault et al. 1974). In Gault et al. (1974), regolith overturn is defined
to occur when a point at depth has been influenced by an impact event. Their model mathematically describes the frequency with which material at that depth is affected by an impact, and transported from depth to the near surface. The success rate of overturning events is presented by Gault et al. as a function of core input parameters: time, impact flux, and crater scaling. These parameters, together with a statistical method based on Poisson law and the stochastic impact flux describe the rate and probability of overturn at depth as a function of time.

The Gault et al. (1974) model has had significant and ongoing influence on the development of regolith evolution models (Arnold 1975; Spencer, 1987; Harmon 2001; Schorghofer et al. 2016; Hirabayashi et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2017) and analyses of the reworking depth of surface exposure effects in Apollo cores (Morris 1978, Blanford et al. 1980). However, key parameters such as impact flux and the relationship between meteorite properties and crater size have not been updated since the 1974 study. Building on the legacy of the Gault et al. (1974) model, we present a refreshed approach to the overturn of lunar regolith, in which we explicitly rework and update the key parameters originally included in the model: crater scaling and the flux of crater-forming impactors.

Finally, and most importantly, we include the regolith overturn effects of secondary impacts. Gault et al. (1974) noted the inclusion of secondaries as an important future addition to the model; in this study we follow through on that suggestion. Since 1974, our understanding of the intensity of secondary cratering has evolved, with scale and effect revealed by recent studies of impact ejecta (e.g. Vickery 1986, 1987; Cintala and McBride 1995) and observations of martian (McEwen et al. 2005, Preblich et al. 2007) and lunar craters (Allen 1979; Bart and Melosh, 2007; Robinson et al. 2015, Speyerer et al. 2016). Largely due to the inclusion of secondaries, we calculate a rate of mixing that is much higher than that predicted by Gault et al. (1974) at all depths and timescales. The high secondary-driven reworking rate is in better agreement with several validating cases, including the depth-density profile of surface maturity indicators and the rate at which surface features with well-constrained depth and longevity such as rays and cold spots (Bandfield et al. 2014)
are mixed into the background. The scale of the improvement suggests that secondaries play a compelling role in the evolution of lunar regolith.

2.2 Model

The Gault et al (1974) model and the work we present here are predicated on the assumption that overturn follows a Poisson probability distribution with time that is functionally dependent on the flux of meteoritic impacts and the size of the craters that those impacts produce. The key components of the model are 1) a Poisson expression that describes the theoretical success-rate of a point at depth being inside the excavated volume of a crater over a time interval and 2) a crater production function that describes the cumulative number of craters of a certain diameter that form per unit area per unit time. The Poisson expression shown here is effectively unaltered from that put forth by Gault et al. (1974). We present a review of it here for clarity. We then describe an updated and more explicit treatment of crater scaling and geometry and refresh crater efficiency input parameters based on observations and experiments conducted since 1974.

2.2.1 The Poisson Expression

The probability function for the Poisson distribution describes the probability of observing \( n \) events over a time interval:

\[
P_d(n; \lambda) = \frac{\exp(-\lambda)(\lambda)^n}{n!} \text{ for } n = 0, 1, 2... \tag{2.1}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of events and \( \lambda \) is the average number of events per interval. The cumulative probability function describes the probability that at least \( n \) events have occurred and takes the form:

\[
P_c(n; \lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\exp(-\lambda)(\lambda)^i}{i!} = 1 - P_d(n) \tag{2.2}
\]
Using Equation 2.2, one can compute the probability that at least \( n \) events will occur if the average number of events per interval is some value \( \lambda \). Tables of \( \lambda \) values have been calculated numerically for situations where \( n \) successful events occur at 10, 50, and 99% probability. A table in Molina (1942) documents numerically derived values for \( \lambda \) for the range \( 0 \leq n \leq 153 \). Gault et al. (1974) numerically derived values for \( \lambda \) in the range \( 153 \leq n \leq 10^6 \), with order of magnitude steps in between. Values for \( \lambda \) at 10, 50, and 99% probability that are used to calculate overturn in this work can be found in Table 2.1.

In the following section, we present the geometric derivation of the Poisson expression used by Gault et al. (1974) to describe the number of times a point at depth is successfully overturned by a crater-forming impact per unit area and unit time on the Moon and include important steps and reasoning.

Figure 2.1 The geometry underpinning the Poisson expression.

To begin, we imagine a simplistic geometric vision of some planetary surface where all possible points of impact exist in a round-edged square (Figure 2.1). There is some point \( Q \) on the round edged square surface and some point \( U \) directly below (Figure 2.2). By considering the probability the sub-surface point \( U \) within the simple geometric scheme will
Figure 2.2 In this work and the model presented by Gault et al. (1974), the fate of material experiencing an impact is simplified by the assumption that the truncated volume of a transient crater volume is overturned as shown. Distal craters of diameter $D_c$ must impact some fraction of a crater diameter $c$ away from surface point $Q$ in order to overturn subsurface point $U$.

or will not be disturbed by an impact event, we can present overturn as a function of the Poisson-derived average number of events, $\lambda$, and time, $t$.

Let us geometrically define the planetary surface. An overturn-able point $Q$ exists somewhere inside or on the boundary of a square with side $s$ and area, $A_{\text{Square}} = s^2$. The square is surrounded by a rounded square band such that $A_{\text{Band}} = 4rs + \pi r^2$. To illustrate the purpose of the band, imagine point $Q$ is directly on one corner of the square (see the star in Figure 2.1). The rounded band describes the additional area inside which a crater of radius $r$ could form and still influence some point within the square. When we consider a planetary surface, the square model surface ($A_{\text{Square}}$) is much larger than the radius of any
crater; thus, the band will effectively disappear. For now, it allows some useful geometric manipulation. \(A_{\text{Surface}}\) describes the geometry of the total planetary surface area:

\[
A_{\text{Surface}} = A_{\text{Square}} + A_{\text{Band}} \quad (2.3)
\]

\[
= s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2 \quad (2.4)
\]

In order for an impact event with effective excavation radius \(r\) to excavate \(Q\), the epicenter of impact must be within a circle of radius \(r\) and area, \(A_o = \pi r^2\). Any object that strikes within \(A_o\) with excavation radius \(r\) will excavate point \(Q\). Any circular crater whose epicenter of impact is within the square, along the boundary of the square, in the band, or on the boundary of the band could excavate point \(Q\). The probability that a surface point \(Q\) within \(A_{\text{Surface}}\) remains undisturbed by one random cratering event of radius \(r\) is written as follows:

\[
P_u(1) = \frac{[\text{Total Area}] - [\text{Disturbed Area}]}{[\text{Total Area}]} \quad (2.5)
\]

\[
= \frac{A_{\text{Surface}} - A_o}{A_{\text{Surface}}} \quad (2.6)
\]

\[
= \frac{s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2 - \pi r^2}{s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2} \quad (2.7)
\]

\[
= \frac{(s^2 + 4rs)}{(s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2)} \quad (2.8)
\]

The number of times, \(N_Q\), that point \(Q\) is overturned by an impact can be expressed as a function of time \(t\) by defining \(N_Q = \frac{[\text{Total number of excavations}]}{[\text{Unit Area}][\text{Unit Time}]}\) such that the total number of overturns that occur, \(n\), is written:

\[
n = N_Q(A_{\text{Surface}})t = N(s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2)t \quad (2.9)
\]

The probability that at least one random cratering event of radius \(r\) disturbs point \(P\) is the following:

\[
P_c(1) = 1 - P_u = \frac{\pi r^2}{s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2} \quad (2.10)
\]
and the probability of at least $n$ random events out of a total of $m$ events excavating a point $U$ is a binomial probability:

$$P_c(n) = \frac{m!}{n!(m-n)!} P_d(n)^n (1 - P_d(n))^{m-n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)$$

where $P_c$ is the cumulative probability of being overturned at least $n$ times and $P_d$ is the differential probability of being overturned exactly $n$ times. As the total number of impact events increases, the above equation can be approximated using the Poisson exponential:

$$P_c(n) = \frac{exp(-mP_d(1))(mP_d(1))^n}{n!}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)$$

With total number of events $m = n = N(s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2)t$ so that $mP_d(1) = \lambda$, the above equation reduces to the following:

$$P_c = \frac{exp(-\lambda)(\lambda)^n}{n!}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)$$

where we arrive again at Equation (1): the Poisson distribution.

As the goal of this rumination on Poisson statistics and geometry is to relate the frequency at which a point is excavated by a crater to a function of variable time, we return to the geometry presented in Figure (2.1) and note that the probability a point $Q$ remains undisturbed by $n$ impacts is the following:

$$P_u(n) = \left[ \frac{(s^2 + 4rs)}{(s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2)} \right]^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)$$

The surface area of the Moon is much larger than the area of most impact craters ($s \gg r$). As $s$ increases, the total number of events we must consider, $n$, increases. This is tied to a key assumption of Poisson probability: the probability of an event occurring in a region is proportional to the size of the region. If we consider a larger area, the total number of
Figure 2.3 Craters that form on the perimeter of the shaded area must have a diameter $D_c$ or greater to disturb point $Q$. Craters larger than $D_c$ can strike beyond the shaded region and still disturb point $U$. Thus, the cumulative distribution of all craters of diameter $D_c$ to $D_{\text{MAX}} \gg D_c$ will contribute to overturn.

Impacts we count increases proportionally:

$$P_u(n) = \lim_{{s \to \infty}} \frac{1}{{n \to \infty}} \left[ \frac{{s^2 + 4rs}}{{s^2 + 4rs + \pi r^2}} \right]^n$$

$$= \lim_{{s \to \infty}} \left( \frac{A}{B} \right)^{NQtB}$$

$$= \lim_{{s \to \infty}} \left[ \left( 1 + \frac{\pi r^2}{A} \right)^{-1} \right]^{NQtB}$$
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by letting \( A = s^2 + 4rs \) and \( B = A + \pi r^2 \). Because \( s \gg r \), the term inside the round brackets can be approximated using the binomial series expansion.

\[
\simeq \lim_{s \to \infty} \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\pi r^2}{A} \right)^{NtB} \right] \tag{2.18}
\]

Now, using the binomial approximation of the whole expression we show the following:

\[
\simeq \lim_{s \to \infty} \left[ 1 - NQt B \left( \frac{\pi r^2}{A} \right) + \Theta(NtB)^2 \right] \tag{2.19}
\]

The sum of the smaller terms from the approximation, \( \Theta(NQtB)^2 \), goes to zero. We rearrange Equation (14) into the following:

\[
= \lim_{s \to \infty} \left[ 1 - NQt(A + \pi r^2)(\frac{\pi r^2}{A}) \right] \tag{2.20}
\]

\[
= \lim_{s \to \infty} \left[ 1 - NQt\pi r^2 - NQt\left( \frac{\pi r^2}{A} \right)^2 \right] \tag{2.21}
\]

and we note that as \( A \) goes to infinity, the term \( NQt\left( \frac{\pi r^2}{A} \right)^2 \) goes to zero. Equation 2.21 can be approximated such that:

\[
P_u(n) \equiv P_u \simeq e^{-NQt\pi r^2t} = e^{-\lambda} \tag{2.22}
\]

where \( P_u(n) \) is the probability of a surface point \( Q \) remaining undisturbed by craters of diameter \( D_c \) which are produced in a time interval \( t \) by a flux (number per unit area and time) of stochastically impacting bodies. The average number of events, \( \lambda \), can be written:

\[
\lambda = NQt\pi r^2t \tag{2.23}
\]

Rearranged, we discover the number of disturbances per unit time and area is functionally dependent upon the Poisson-derived average number of events, \( \lambda \), per unit time and the
size of crater:

$$N_Q(D_c) = \frac{4\lambda}{\pi D_c^2 t}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.24)

Any crater larger than $D_c$ up to $D_{\text{MAX}} \gg D_c$ must also excavate point $Q$ (Figure 2.3); therefore we calculate the cumulative distribution of crater radii of diameter $D_c$ and larger that affect the point $Q$:

$$N_Q(\geq D_c) = \int_{D_{\text{MAX}}}^{D_c} \frac{4\lambda}{\pi D_c^2 t} dD$$

$$\approx \frac{4\lambda}{\pi D_c t}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

where $N_Q(\geq D_c)$ is the cumulative number of craters per area time that could influence surface point $Q$ and $\lambda$ represents the average number of events from a cumulative Poisson distribution.

Now consider a point at depth, $U$, located some smaller fraction of the crater depth, $dH$, directly below point $Q$ (Figure 2.2). If we consider the top third of a crater is overturned by excavation (Melosh 1989), then $d = \frac{1}{3}$. Because of the curvature of the side of a crater, a distal crater of diameter $D_c$, must impact within $cDc$ of the surface point $P$ to excavate the subsurface point $U$. To calculate the value of $c$, we arrive at the first of our updates: crater geometry. While Gault et al. (1974) modeled craters as spherical caps, we model paraboloid craters (Melosh 1989; Pilkington and Grieve, 1992; Chappelow and Sharpton, 2002; Chappelow, 2013). From the geometry of a paraboloid; we have:

$$c = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - d} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \approx 0.41$$ \hspace{1cm} (Figure 2.2). In summary, the general form of the Poisson Expression is written:

$$N_U(n \geq D_c) = \frac{4\lambda}{\pi c^2 D_c t}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

where $N_U(n \geq D_c)$ is the cumulative number of craters greater than or equal to diameter $D_c$ that overturn the buried point $U$ per area time, $\lambda$ is the cumulative Poisson distribution-derived average number of events per interval, $D_c$ is crater diameter, $c$ is a scalar that comes from crater bowl geometry and the depth considered excavated, and $t$ is time. The
expression relates the cumulative number of successful overturns to the average number of
events per interval, a value for which we have convenient tables, and time.

2.2.2 Flux and Crater Scaling

In the previous section, we showed that the value \( N_U(\geq D_c) \) represents the cumulative
number of overturns per unit area and unit time based on a Poisson distribution of
overturning events. To relate this probabilistic expression to the rate at which material
is overturned by any input distribution of primary or secondary impactors on the Moon, we
explore the flux of impactors onto the lunar surface and the size and shape of craters they
produce. We take the crater scaling laws presented by Holsapple (1993) to describe the
relationship between impactor size and crater size, and assume an average set of impactor
and target properties, velocity and impact geometry. In addition, we assume that the flux,
or cumulative number of impacting objects of a certain diameter, \( D_m \), per unit area and
unit time follows a power law:

\[
N_F(\geq D_m) = aD_m^b \tag{2.28}
\]

where \( N(\geq D_m) \) is the cumulative number of meteorites of diameter \( \geq D_m \) impacting per
unit area, \( a \) is the y-axis intercept, and \( b \) is the slope of the \( \log(N) \) vs. \( \log(D_m) \) plot. By
contrast, Gault et al. (1974) employed a power-law representation of the mass distribution
of material colliding with the surface of the moon. This is a superficial difference. Both the
Gault et al. (1974) model and our updated version assume spherical impactors of uniform
density; meteorite mass and diameter are interchangeable with a few simple calculations.
We use the size distribution of flux to minimize mass-to-diameter scaling assumptions when

The following discussion of crater scaling relationships is a twofold update to that
presented by Gault et al. (1974). First, we widen the model’s parameter space by including
a treatment of target and projectile properties not addressed by Gault. Second, future
modeling is facilitated by our explicit inclusion of parameters as variables so that non-lunar
values can be used for other planetary objects. Using these cratering laws we can explore overturn that is driven by various impactor types with various velocities on surfaces with a variety of scientifically interesting material properties, e.g. regular regolith, melt ponds, and porous ejecta blankets.

A great deal of work has been done in the exploration of crater scaling (e.g. Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Schmidt and Holsapple, 1980; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982; Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1993). Studies suggest that the size and shape of a crater can be described as a function of the material parameters of both impactor and target, impact velocity, and impact angle.

From Holsapple (1993), the transient crater volume, $V_t$, is a function of the diameter of a crater, $D_c$, or crater depth, $H$, and has the following form:

$$V_t = \left(\frac{D_c}{2K_r}\right)^3 = \left(\frac{H}{K_d}\right)^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

Crater depth, $H$, can be presented as a fraction of the crater diameter, $D_c$ by re-arranging equation (2.29):

$$H = \frac{K_d}{2K_r}D_c$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

Assuming spherical impactors of uniform density, we manipulate the transient crater volume presented by Holsapple (1993) into the following function in terms of impactor diameter, $D_m$:

$$V_t(D_m) = f[D_m v_f^{\mu} \rho_t, \rho_m, Y, g]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

$$= K_1\left(\frac{\pi D_m^3 \rho_m}{6 \rho_t}\right) \left\{ \left( \frac{g D_m}{2 v_f^2} \right) \left( \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_t} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} + K_2 \left[ \left( \frac{Y}{\rho_t v_f^2} \right)^{2+\mu} \right] \right\}^{\frac{3}{2+\mu}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)

where $K_r$, $K_d$, $K_1$, and $K_2$ are empirically derived scalars that depend on the target material, $\rho_m$ is the density of the impactor, $\rho_t$ is the target bulk density, $g$ is the gravity of the target object, $Y$ is the target yield strength, $\mu$ is an empirically derived scalar that depends on the target porosity, and $v_f$ is the final velocity of the object upon impact.
Equation 2.32 is a special case where the exponential scaling of target density \( \nu = 1/3 \). Holsapple and Schmidt (1982) showed that momentum scaling and energy scaling both give \( \nu = 1/3 \), and Holsapple (1993) accepts that it is likely a good general value.

### 2.2.3 Overturn as a Function of Time

Using equations 2.32 and 2.29, we take the following relationship between crater diameter, \( D_c \), and meteorite diameter, \( D_m \), with notation simplified for future manipulation:

\[
D_c = \delta \left( \gamma D_m^3 \left[ \epsilon D_m + \alpha \right] \right)^{1/3}
\]

where \( \alpha = K_2 \left( \frac{Y_{\text{eff}}}{\rho_{\text{eff}}} \right)^{2/3} \), \( \beta = \frac{3\mu}{2+\mu} \), \( \delta = 2K_r \), \( \gamma = \frac{K_1 \rho_m}{6\rho} \), and \( \epsilon = \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_{\text{eff}}} \right)^{1/3} \).

Crater size relationships differ based on which scaling parameters are dominant. The lithostatic pressure at a depth equivalent to the projectile radius, which must be overcome for excavation to occur is \( g \frac{D_m}{2} \), where \( D_m \) is the diameter of the impactor. For small \( D_m \), the effective target yield strength, \( Y \gg g \frac{D_m}{2} \), and so dominates the crater size scaling. We denote such craters as 'strength regime' craters. Conversely, for large \( D_m \), \( g \frac{D_m}{2} \approx gY \), and the gravity term dominates the scaling, leading to 'gravity regime' craters.

We combine the expressions for crater scaling, flux, and the Poisson expression to generate an expression that describes the rate of overturn as a function of time. The following steps lead to the analytic model of overturn: First, solve Equation 2.33 for meteorite diameter, \( D_m \); second, replace \( D_m \) in the flux expression (Equation 2.28) with the result of the previous step to state the cumulative impact flux as a function of crater diameter; third, set the result of the previous step equal to the Poisson expression (Equation 2.27 \( N_F(\geq D_c) = N_U(\geq D_c) \)); fourth, solve for \( D_c \); and finally, solve for the depth fraction of crater diameter considered overturned using Equation 2.30 and the definition of overturn depth from Figure 2.2: \( dH = d \frac{K_r}{2K_r} D_c \). The depth fraction of crater diameter that is overturned is \( \approx \frac{1}{10} D_c \) for \( dH = \frac{1}{3} H \) (Melosh 1989), and where \( K_r \) and \( K_d \) are consistent with the material properties of lunar regolith (see Table 2.2).
To calculate overturn in the strength regime we first recall that
\[
\epsilon = \left(\frac{g}{2\pi f}\right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{ and } \alpha = K_2\left(\frac{Y}{\mu \rho} \right)^{\frac{2-\mu}{2}}.
\]
If the gravity term, \(\epsilon D_m\), is much less than the strength term, \(\alpha\), we can ignore the gravity term, \(\epsilon D_m\), in Equation 2.33;

\[
D_c = \frac{D_c}{\delta} \left\{ \frac{\gamma D_m^3}{\alpha} \right\}^{\frac{1}{3}}
\]  
(2.34)

First we solve the above for \(D_m\) as a function of \(D_c\):

\[
D_m = \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma \alpha^3)^{\frac{1}{3}}}
\]  
(2.35)

Second, we replace \(D_m\) in the flux expression (Equation 2.28) with the result of the above:

\[
N(D_c) = a \left\{ \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma \alpha^3)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right\}^b
\]  
(2.36)

Third, we set \(N_F(\geq D_c) = N_U(\geq D_c)\) by setting the result of the previous step equal to the Poisson expression (Equation 2.27):

\[
a \left\{ \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma \alpha^3)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right\}^b = \frac{4\lambda}{\pi c^2 D_c t}
\]  
(2.37)

Fourth, we solve the above for \(D_c\):

\[
D_c = \left\{ \frac{4\lambda [\delta (\gamma \alpha^3)^{\frac{1}{3}}]^b}{ac^2 \pi t} \right\}^{\frac{1}{\pi + b}}
\]  
(2.38)

Finally, we consider the depth fraction of a crater diameter to calculate depth of overturn, \(\Lambda\), as a function of time in the strength regime:

\[
\Lambda = \frac{d K_d}{2\pi r} \left\{ \frac{4\lambda [\delta (\gamma \alpha^3)^{\frac{1}{3}}]^b}{ac^2 \pi t} \right\}^{\frac{1}{\pi + b}}
\]  
(2.39)
This expression describes the depth of overturn $\Lambda$, as it is driven by a flux of impactors as a function of material properties of impactor and target, a Poisson-derived success-rate, and time in the strength regime. To calculate overturn in the gravity regime we note that if the gravity term is much greater than the strength term ($\epsilon D_m \gg \alpha$), then we can ignore the strength term, $\alpha$, in Equation 2.33;

$$D_c = \delta \left\{ \gamma D_m^3 \left[ \epsilon D_m \right]^\beta \right\}^{\frac{1}{3}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.40)

We now solve the above for $D_m$:

$$D_m = \left[ \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma e^\beta)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right]^{\frac{3}{3+\beta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.41)

Second:

$$N(D_c) = a \left\{ \left[ \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma e^\beta)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right]^{\frac{3}{3+\beta}} \right\}^b$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.42)

Third:

$$a \left\{ \left[ \frac{D_c}{\delta (\gamma e^\beta)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right]^{\frac{3}{3+\beta}} \right\}^b = \frac{4\lambda}{\pi e^2 D_c t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.43)

Fourth:

$$D_c = \left\{ \frac{4\lambda \left[ \delta (\gamma e^\beta)^{\frac{1}{3}} \right]^{\frac{3b}{3b+3+\beta}}}{a e^{2\pi t}} \right\}^{\frac{3+\beta}{3+\beta+3+\beta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.44)

Finally, we consider the depth fraction of a crater diameter to calculate the rate depth of overturn, $\Lambda$, as a function of time in the gravity regime:

$$\Lambda = d \left\{ \frac{4\lambda \left[ \delta (\gamma e^\beta)^{\frac{1}{3}} \right]^{\frac{3b}{3b+3+\beta}}}{a e^{2\pi t}} \right\}^{\frac{3+\beta}{3+\beta+3+\beta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.45)
To describe the point where strength regime transitions to gravity regime, we define the critical meteorite size where $\frac{cD_m}{\alpha} = 1$:

$$C = \frac{\alpha}{\epsilon} = \frac{K_2 \left( \left( \frac{Y}{\rho_f v_f^2} \right)^{\frac{2+\mu}{2}} \left( \frac{g}{2v_f^2} \right) \left( \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_c} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right)}{K_2}$$

(2.46)

Impacting material that has a diameter larger than $C$ generates gravity-scaled craters. Impactors smaller than $C$ generate strength-scaled craters. Again, using parameters consistent with primary impact cratering in lunar regolith (Table 2.2), the critical meteorite diameter $C \approx 0.05$ m. We derive a corresponding quantity, $C_A$, that describes the critical depth where we change from strength-scaling to gravity-scaling. To calculate $C_A$ we solve for the depth fraction of equation (2.33) using $D_m = C$.

$$C_A = \frac{K_d}{2K_r} \left\{ \frac{\gamma C^3 \left[ \epsilon C + \alpha \right]^3}{\beta} \right\}^{\frac{1}{3}}$$

(2.47)

When the calculated depth of overturn, $\Lambda$, is greater than $C_A$, we use Equation 2.45; and when overturn depth is less than $C_A$ we use Equation 2.39. In Section 3 we use the parameters listed in Table 2.2 and find $C_A = 0.60$ m for primary craters. Craters that overturn material less than 0.60 m depth are strength-scaled. Craters that overturn material more than 0.60 m depth are gravity-scaled. Note that we have calculated this strength/gravity transition using the relatively weak yield strength of lunar regolith (see Table 2.2) and that gravity dominated craters in low strength media can be very small (e.g. Wünneumann et al., 2011); thus, a decimeter-scale transition is reasonable.

The above calculations translate the impact of an object characterized by some size, velocity, and density parameters into a surface with yet more characteristic parameters into the size of a crater. One important additional impact parameter can control crater efficiency: the angle of impact. Gault and Wedekind (1978) performed a comprehensive series of hypervelocity experiments, firing rounds of aluminum and pyrex spheres into non-cohesive quartz sand and granite at velocities ranging from 3.6 to 7.2 km s$^{-1}$. Their results
show that impact angle affects crater efficiency as:

\[ D_\theta = D_c \sin^{\frac{\xi}{3}}(\theta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.48)

where \( \theta \) is the impact angle from the horizontal, \( D_\theta \) is the diameter of a crater formed by low angle impact, \( D_c \) is the diameter of crater formed by a normal impact, \( \xi = 1 \) for particulate targets, and \( \xi = 2 \) for granite targets. Particulate targets are approximate for scaling in the gravity regime and granite targets are approximate for scaling in the strength regime.

Calculating the cratering efficiency of low angle impacts using Equation 2.48 is equivalent to taking the vertical component of impact velocity \((v_f \sin(\theta))\) in cratering laws like those of Holsapple (1993) (e.g. Chapman and McKinnon, 1986). We take the form from Equation 2.48 because it makes the treatment of impact angle more obvious in the final presentation of overturn. Impact experiments show that secondaries are more likely to impact at shallow angles (e.g. Schultz et al. 2007) and that primaries which impact at shallow angles produce more secondaries (Shoemaker, 1962; Oberbeck, 1975; Anderson et al. 2003; McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006). Because impact angle has implications for the discussion of secondary cratering, the explicit inclusion of impact angle in the overturn equation facilitates future investigation of the role secondaries play in the evolution of regolith.

In summary, overturn, \( \Lambda \), is a function that describes the frequency at which a point at depth is part of the truncated volume of a crater produced on a planetary surface over a time interval \( t \), as predicted by a Poisson distribution-derived average number of events per interval, \( \lambda \). Simplifying the notation in equations (2.39) and (2.45), we see that this model predicts an overturn front that proceeds to depth with time following a power-law:

\[ \Lambda(t, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\eta_\lambda t^{\xi_a} & \text{if } \Lambda < C_\Lambda \text{ and } b < -1, \\
\eta_\lambda t^{\xi_g} & \text{if } \Lambda > C_\Lambda \text{ and } b < \frac{-(\beta+3)}{3} 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.49)

where \( \Lambda \) is the depth of overturn in meters, \( t \) is time, \( C_\Lambda \) is the transition point between strength and gravity scaling from Equation 2.47, and \( b \) is the power index of the flux of
impactors from Equation 2.28. The values $\eta$ and $\zeta$ are derived from the treatment of crater scaling and are expanded below:

$$
\eta_s = \sin^2(\theta) \frac{dK_d}{2K_r} \left\{ \lambda \frac{4\left[\delta(\gamma\rho^b)^{\frac{1}{3}}\right]^b}{ac^2\pi} \right\}^{\frac{1}{b+1}} \tag{2.50}
$$

$$
\zeta_s = -\left(\frac{1}{b+1}\right) \tag{2.51}
$$

$$
\eta_g = \sin^2(\theta) \frac{dK_d}{2K_r} \left\{ \lambda \frac{4\left[\delta(\gamma\epsilon^b)^{\frac{1}{3}}\right]^b}{ac^2\pi} \right\}^{\frac{3b+3+\beta}{3b+3+\beta}} \tag{2.52}
$$

$$
\zeta_g = -\left(\frac{3+\beta}{3b+3+\beta}\right) \tag{2.53}
$$

where $\theta$ is the impact angle from the horizontal, $\lambda$ is a Poisson-derived value for the average number of events (see section 2.1), $d$ and $c$ are scalars defined by the crater bowl geometry and depth excavated (see the end of section 2.1) and where the remaining variables are defined earlier in this section and summarized in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

A serendipitous consequence of our updated treatment of crater scaling is an extended range of values for the power index of flux, $b$, for which the model is valid. The power-law slope of the overturn front, $\zeta$, is a function of $b$ in the strength regime, and in the gravity regime, a function of $b$ and $\beta = \frac{-3\mu}{2+\mu}$, where $\mu$ is a porosity parameter. To make physical sense $\zeta$ must be positive; i.e. a shallow point is more likely to be overturned than a deep point. This gives a limited range of values for the power index of the size distribution of flux, $b$, over which the model can realistically describe overturn. If the power index of the size distribution of impactors, $b$, is too close to 0, $\zeta$ will be negative and the model ceases to make physical sense. Although this restriction was not addressed in Gault et al. (1974), their model and another analytic overturn model presented by Blake and Wasserberg (1975) suffer from the same constraints on the sign of $\zeta$. Upon simplification of Equation 15 from
Gault et al. (1974) to the form $\Lambda = \eta_{\text{Gault}} \zeta_{\text{Gault}}$:

$$\zeta_{\text{Gault}} = \frac{-\beta'}{\gamma' + 2\beta'} \quad (2.54)$$

where $\beta'$ is always positive and is controlled by material properties (Vedder 1972; Gault 1974) and $\gamma'$ is the dimensionless power index of the mass distribution of flux. The Gault et al. model can only describe overturn due to a mass distribution of flux such that $0 \leq \frac{-\beta'}{\gamma' + 2\beta'}$. For their treatment of micrometeorites, ($m < 10^{-7.5} g$), Gault et al. (1974) presented the values: $\beta' = 0.352$ (Vedder 1972) and $\gamma' = -0.45$ (Gault et al. 1974). Using equation (2.54), we see that for micrometeorites, $\zeta_{\text{Gault}} = -1.385$. The negative valued power index does not make physical sense and should not have been used to calculate a reasonable description of overturn if documentation of the Gault et al. model is correct. In comparison, our updated model can accept a size distribution power index of flux as shallow as $b \leq -1$ in the strength regime. In the gravity regime, and where porosity parameter $\mu$ is consistent with lunar regolith (see Table 2.2), our model reasonably describes overturn where $b \leq -0.51$. While $\eta_{\text{Gault}}$ can not be reproduced from the documentation presented in Gault et al. (1974), we interpret $\eta_{\text{Gault}}$ to be on the order of $10^{-5}$ based on our calculations using the information presented by Gault et al. (1974), Wedekind and Gault, (1974), and the overturn curve presented in Morris (1978).

### 2.2.4 Production Functions

Gault et al. (1974) did not have the benefit of decades of crater counts and crater production studies carried out since 1974. As opposed to combining flux and crater scaling as Gault did, one could calculate overturn due to any crater production function. Given a production function, we can derive a simple form to describe overturn. Consider a power law size frequency distribution of the form:

$$N_{\text{SFD}}(\geq D_c) = uD_c^b \quad (2.55)$$
where \( N_{SF D}(\geq D_c) \) is the cumulative number of craters of diameter \( \geq D \) per unit area time, \( i \) is a constant that depends on \( N \), and \( j \) is the power law exponent, or slope of the log(\( N \)) vs. log(\( D \)) plot.

Any size frequency distribution of the above form can be set equal to the Poisson expression (Equation (2.27)) and solved for the overturned depth fraction of the crater diameter to yield the following overturn function:

\[
A_{SF D} = dH \left( \frac{4\lambda}{u\pi c^2 t} \right)^{\frac{1}{i+j}} 
\]

(2.56)

where \( u \) and \( v \) are described by the power law in Equation (2.55).

In Figure 2.4 we see that the production function for gravity regime craters (Equation (2.42)) that we derive by combining the power law flux presented by Brown et al. (2002) and the crater scaling laws of Holsapple (1993) produces a curve that is comparable to the piece-wise power law Hartmann production function (Hartmann, 1984; Hartman, 1999), and the eleventh order polynomial Neukum production function (Neukum, 1983; Ivanov et al. 1999, 2001). If one wants to understand overturn at depths of one meter and shallower, it is important to note that the Neukum and Hartmann production functions describe relatively large craters and should not be extrapolated downward. The Neukum production function is valid down to 250 m craters (Ivanov et al., 2008) and Hartmann down to 300 m craters (Hartmann and Gaskell, 1997). These craters are too large and therefore too rare to have significant influence on the global reworking of the top meter of regolith in the past billion years.

### 2.3 Overturn: The Lunar Case

To apply the updated model to the lunar case, we explore the flux of materials onto the surface of the moon and the material properties of the lunar regolith. Table 2.2 summarizes the material properties of regolith that we use for this version of the model. Since 1974, our understanding of the modern flux of meteoritic impactors has substantially improved,
Figure 2.4 The Neukum production function, Hartman production function and Equation 2.42 are generally in good agreement at the lower limit of validity, on the order of 100 m craters. We may be overestimating the number of 200 m to 1 km diameter craters and underestimating the number of craters larger than 1 km. We use the coefficients reported by Ivanov et al. (1999, 2001) to calculate the Neukum production function. We calculate Equation 2.42 using the lunar regolith values in Appendix Table 2 and the flux values reported by Brown et al. (2002).

having been informed by observations of microcraters in spacecraft and Apollo samples (e.g. Flavill et al. 1978; McDonnell and Allison, 1981), bolide flashes and fireballs in the Earth’s atmosphere (Brown et al. 2002; Ceplecha et al. 1998; Halliday et al. 1996), impact flashes on the Moon (Suggs et al. 2014), near earth object populations (Rabinowitz et al. 2000) and observations of newly formed craters and other visible symptoms of impact (Speyerer et al. 2016). In this study we explore the flux of three varieties of crater-forming impactors: 1) Primary impactors that are larger than micrometeorites and smaller than 1 km asteroids, (1 cm < \(D_m\) < 1 km); 2) Very small and micrometeorite primary impactors
(10^{-7} \text{ cm} < D_m < 1 \text{ cm}); and 3) Secondary impactors formed as constituents of primary impact ejecta. We assume each variety of impactor follows a power law size distribution as described by Equation 2.28.

2.3.1 Lunar Primaries

On the Moon, overturn occurs when objects impact the lunar regolith. To model the rate of overturn in the lunar case we constrain the flux of material from space onto the lunar surface, the velocity and angle at which these materials impact, and the material properties of these primary impactors and the lunar regolith target. To inform the power law size distribution of impacting objects larger than micrometeorites and smaller than 1km asteroids, we look to the bolide flash observations presented by Brown et al. (2002). The power-law flux of impactors down to about 1cm in diameter derived from these observations is in good agreement (within error) with lunar flash observations (Ortiz et al. 2006; Suggs et al, 2014). For impactors between 1 and 10 meters in diameter, the Brown et al. (2002) flux is also in good agreement with observations from Spacewatch (Rabinowitz et al, 2000), infrasound/acoustic bolide observations (ReVelle, 2001), the small fireball flux (Halliday et al. 1996), and albedo distribution modeling (Morbidelli et al, 2002).

Brown et al. (2002) observations are relevant for meteors smaller than 10m. Large meteors are exceedingly rare and are seldom observed over the last century of direct observation. The meteorite which caused the bolide flash over Chelyabinsk in 2013 was estimated to have been 16 to 21 m in diameter (Brown et al 2013). At this size, it was the largest extraterrestrial object to enter the Earth’s atmosphere since the 1908 Tunguska event (Whipple, 1930; Ben-Menahem, 1975; Sekanina, 1998), generated the largest bolide flash ever observed by infrasound sensors (Pichon et al. 2013; de Groot and Hedlin, 2014), and is classified by the Brown et al. (2002) power law as a once-in-a-century event. To justify extrapolating the Brown et al. (2002) power-law upwards to meteorites 10m and larger, we cross-reference other flux indicators. The Brown et al, (2002) flux extrapolated upward is consistent with the flux of meteorites derived from the survey of tens-of-meter
asteroids near-Earth asteroids (Werner et al. 2002). Similarly, the upwardly extrapolated Brown et al. (2002) power-law when combined with the Holsapple (1993) cratering efficiency laws is generally consistent with the production of craters of diameter on the order of 100 km predicted by Neukum et al. (2001) and Hartmann (1984; 1999) (Figure 2.4).

The most likely angle at which a meteorite will strike the Moon is $\theta = 45^\circ$. It can be shown (Shoemaker 1962) that regardless of the gravitational field of a target planet, the differential probability that a meteoroid from an isotropic flux impacts at an angle between $\theta$ and $\theta + d\theta$ is

$$dP(\theta) = 2\sin\theta \cos\theta d\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.57)

From the integral of the above equation it can be shown that more than 75% of all impacts occur at angles where $\theta = 20^\circ$ to $70^\circ$. The probability a meteorite strikes a glancing blow at $\theta < 5^\circ$ is only about 0.75%. Right in the middle of the probability distribution, $\theta = 45^\circ$ is the most likely impact angle and a satisfying first-order approximation for the angle of impact for almost all primary impacts. In the following calculations for overturn in the lunar case, we take $\theta = 45^\circ$.

To calculate overturn due to primary impactors, we take values from Brown et al. (2002) and normalize to the surface of the Moon, such that $a = 7.25 \times 10^{-14}$ and $b = -2.7$. The impact velocity of these meteorites is taken to be 20 km s$^{-1}$: a velocity equal to that used to calibrate the Brown et al. (2002) results. Meteorite density can be assumed to be between 2 and 3 g cm$^{-3}$ based on a summary of a wealth of meteoroid studies (Grün et al. 1985). This places the effective meteoroid density we model somewhere between ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites: $\rho_m = 2.5$ g cm$^{-3}$ (Grün et al. 1985; Ceplecha et al. 1998). Using the values in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 and $\lambda$ values for at least one overturn event at 50% probability (Molina 1942), we compute the following function for the overturn of lunar
Figure 2.5 As the number of overturn events increases, the difference between 10, 50 and 99% probability becomes negligible. Figure (a) shows how values for $\lambda$ converge at high $n$ values. On the right, we present our calculations of overturn due to primaries with the same axes as Figure 9 in Gault et al. (1974). Here too, as number of turns increases the difference between reworking at different probabilities shrinks. This statistical feature is intuitive: the relative difference between 10,000 and 10,001 turns is smaller than the difference between 1 and 2 turns.

regolith due to primary impactors:

$$\Lambda_P = \begin{cases} 
7.07 \times 10^{-7} \ t^{0.59} & \text{if } \Lambda < C_{A} = 0.60, \\
1.58 \times 10^{-5} \ t^{0.44} & \text{if } \Lambda > C_{A} = 0.60 
\end{cases} \quad (2.58)$$

where $\Lambda$ describes the depth of overturn in meters and $t$ is in years. The turning point between strength and gravity regime, $C_{A}$, is calculated from Equation 2.47 using the material properties for lunar regolith in Table 2.2. We plot overturn calculations due to a flux of primary impactors in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Figure 2.5b has the same axes as Figure 9 from Gault et al. (1974): number of turns vs. depth holding time constant. The shape of the
Figure 2.6 Holding $\lambda$ constant, we calculate reworking depth as a function of time. As the number of turns increases, the difference between 10, 50 and 99% probability (dotted, dashed, solid lines) shrinks in a manner similar to Figure 2.5b.

Contours in Figure 2.5b are similar to the contours in Figure 9 of Gault et al. (1974) because they are controlled by the Poisson-derived average number of events, $\lambda$, a parameter both models have in common. In figure 2.5 we see that as the number of turns increases, overturn at 10, 50 and 99% probabilities converge. This is intuitive, as the relative difference between 10,000 and 10,001 turns is smaller than the difference between 1 and 2 turns. In Figure 2.6 we hold the cumulative number of overturns at one and take $\lambda$ values for some probability (i.e. the top row of Table 2.1) to present an overturned depth as a function of time. In the following sections, we will plot our calculations with axes of reworking depth and time, similar to Figure 2.6.
2.3.2 Lunar Secondaries

To calculate overturn driven by secondaries, we must first constrain their global flux, effective density and impact velocity. We construct a secondary flux based on the work of Shoemaker (1965) and McEwen et al. (2005), assuming each primary described in the Brown et al. (2002) primary flux produces $10^5$ secondaries and the maximum secondary block size is 5% of the parent primary size. These assumptions give a flux that follows a power law where $a = 7.25 \times 10^{-9}$ and $b = -4$. The size distribution of secondary impactors used in this work is similar to that estimated by Speyerer et al. (2016) for the flux of secondary splotches: $b = -4.14$. The secondary flux that we use in these calculations is on the conservative end of the predictions from McEwen et al.’s 2005 study of Zunil crater, which estimates a size frequency power index of $-5$ for $10^7$ of the $10^8$ secondary craters generated per primary impact (see Table 4 of McEwen et al. 2003). Melosh (1984) shows that if a primary meteorite impacts with velocity in the range of $1$ to $31$ km s$^{-1}$ (recall we model $20$ km s$^{-1}$ primary impacts), the maximum prompt spall velocity is $0.5$ to $1.5$ km s$^{-1}$. In keeping with previous efforts to be relatively conservative in treating the effects of secondaries, for this version of the model we assume that each secondary impactor strikes the lunar surface at a velocity of $0.5$ km s$^{-1}$. This secondary impact velocity is chosen somewhat arbitrarily; however, when the model is tested for sensitivity to impact velocity, it is shown to be a relatively weak parameter in overturn (Figure 2.7a).

The density of secondary impactors can be roughly estimated from Apollo samples. Lunar rock 60025,36 is a ferroan anorthosite with a bulk density between 2200 and 2240 kg m$^{-3}$ (Jeanloz and Ahrens, 1978). Sample 12051,19 is much denser low titanium basalt with a bulk density of $3270 \pm 50$ kg m$^{-3}$ (Kiefer et al. 2012). For this version of the model, we average the bulk density of all of the non-meteoritic lunar samples reported in Table 1 of Kiefer et al. (2012) and set the density of secondary impactors, $\rho_m = 2780$ kg m$^{-3}$.

This density assumption is a flimsy assumption and presents the opportunity for sensitivity testing. An average of Apollo samples can not realistically represent the density
of all secondary impactors. Some variation in density should be expected for impacts into highlands versus maria. As shown in Figure 2.7b, we calculated overturn holding all other variables constant where secondary impactor density was 1000 kgm$^{-3}$ and 4000 kgm$^{-3}$, approximately ±1000 kgm$^{-3}$ of the density assumed from lunar samples. From this figure it is clear that impactor density is a reassuringly weak parameter in overturn.

One additional assumption has been glossed over in this discussion of secondaries: impact angle. For the above calculations of overturn driven by secondaries, we propagate an earlier assumption that $\theta = 45^\circ$ satisfactorily describes the angle of most impacts. This assumption does not hold in the case of secondaries. Intuition and impact studies show that secondaries are much more likely to impact at shallower angles than primaries (e.g. Schultz et al. 2007). To test the model sensitivity to impact angle we hold all other parameters constant and calculate overturn where all secondaries impact at $\theta = 45^\circ$ and where all secondaries impact at $\theta = 10^\circ$. From this comparison (Figure 2.7c), we see that the model is weakly sensitive to angle of impact. This is reassuring. For the time being, one need not delicately constrain the distribution of secondary impact angles.

The model is dominantly sensitive to the flux of impactors, as is demonstrated in Figure 2.7c. We hold all other values constant and vary only the power index of impact flux. While each flux reaches a meter after about a hundred million years, the steeper flux will excavate depths less than a meter much faster than a shallow impact flux. Our assumed flux of secondaries has a power index of $b = -4$, and while a steeper power index (e.g. $-5$ to $-7$ as suggested by McEwen et al., (2003)) will have significant influence at short timescales, it will not have a strong effect at the deepest depths and longest timescales.

Confident our weakest assumptions will not significantly alter the results, we calculate the rate of overturn using the values for secondary impact cratering in lunar regolith from Table 2.2, and $\lambda$ values for at least one overturn event at 50% probability (Molina 1942):

$$\Lambda_s = \begin{cases} 
4.07 \times 10^{-3} t^{0.33} & \text{if } \Lambda < 0.60, \\
9.58 \times 10^{-2} t^{0.26} & \text{if } \Lambda > 0.60 
\end{cases} \quad (2.59)$$
Figure 2.7 To test model sensitivity to parameters used in the treatment of secondary impacts, we hold all other values constant and calculate the overturned depth due to secondary impactors for one overturn at 50% probability where: a) impact velocity, $v_f$, is 0.5ms$^{-1}$ or 0.005ms$^{-1}$; b) the impactor density, $\rho_m$, is 4000 kgm$^{-3}$ or 1000 kgm$^{-3}$, c) the impact angle, $\theta$, is 45° or 10°; and d) where the power index of impact flux, $b$, is $-2.5$, $-4$, or $-8$. These tests show that the model is weakly sensitive to impact velocity, angle, and the density of the impactor. The model is significantly more sensitive to size distribution of the impact flux, as represented by the power index.
In Figure 2.8 we compare the results of Gault et al. (1974), the calculations of overturn driven by primaries, and calculations of overturn driven by secondaries at 50 and 99% probability. Secondaries appear to have a very strong effect.

![Figure 2.8 Overturn calculations for at least one overturn event at 50 and 99% probability. Our results with primaries only predict overturn that is similar to the overturn predicted by Gault et al. (1974); however, the inclusion of secondaries increases the rate of overturn by several orders of magnitude.](image)

In Figure 2.9, we show the overturn driven by secondary impactors at 99% probability that we calculate using the values summarized in the Tables 2.1 and 2.1 and include a conceptual illustration of what these calculations mean. The overturn front where \( n = 1 \) turn represents the boundary below which material is undisturbed by impacts, and above which material is disturbed. At shallower depths disturbance is more intense, displaying more prominent symptoms for reworking, as surface-correlated materials such as nanophase iron and cosmogenic radionuclides are transported to depth and the measurable fraction of
Figure 2.9 Here we plot the overturn driven by secondary impactors as a function of time (a, b). This figure illustrates how the overturn front represents the lower boundary of overturn. All points at shallower depth than the front are overturned \( n \) times or more over the same time interval. Figure c illustrates an imaginary core taken to 10 m depth. Regolith in the imaginary core has been exposed to the overturn driven by secondary impacts for 1Gyr and exhibits the symptoms of impact gardening.

fresh to space-weathered material shifts. The column on the right of Figure 2.9 illustrates an imaginary core drilled to 10 m depth and how a billion years of secondary impacts might show evidence of different levels of overturn in a regolith depth profile.

### 2.3.3 Validating Overturn Calculations

#### Apollo Samples

To validate our calculations we explore whether or not the large effect of secondaries is reflected in measurements of reworking (Figures 2.8 and 2.10). The studies of Apollo drill cores presented by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980) both assume an in situ maturation zone in the top 1 mm of regolith where material accumulates nanophase FeO, cosmic tracks, and other surface-correlated maturity indicators. These mature components
are subsequently churned into the underlying regolith by impacts. The vertical extent to which these mature materials have been shuffled into the underlying regolith via overturn is the reworking depth. Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980) assessed Apollo core samples, identified zones with maturity characteristics distinguishable from soil material immediately below or above, and presented a reworking depth by noting the bottom of that zone.

To calculate the vertical extent and timescale of reworking, Morris (1978) measured the depth profile of ferromagnetic resonance index $I_s/\text{FeO}$ in Apollo 15 and 17 deep drill cores and correlated these results to the emplacement history of the Apollo 15 and 17 landing sites. Blanford et al. (1980) compiled reworking data based on nuclear track densities. Both datasets suggest that reworking progresses with time following a power-law function of time, and Morris (1978) presented the following best fit expression:

$$A_{\text{Morris}} = 4.39 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.45}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.60)

where $A_{\text{Morris}}$ is the reworking depth in meters and $t$ is in years. In Figures 2.10 and 2.11 we compare our predicted reworking rates at 50 and 99% probability to the Morris (1978) reworking rate best-fit (Equation 2.60).

Gault et al. (1974) included only the effect of primaries in their calculations. Figure 2.10 shows that overturn calculated using only the flux of primaries is too shallow and infrequent at all timescales compared to the reworking rates calculated by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980), even for a single overturn event at 50% probability, which does not describe extensive reworking. With secondaries included, we see thorough reworking consistent with the datapoints presented by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980).

In addition, the timescale calculated by Gault et al. and our model with only primary impacts considered is much too long to account for the observed depth-distribution of $^{26}$Al. The shallowest data point from Morris (1978) is at 3 cm and unlike the other data points, it is not based on the abundance of nanophase iron. The point at 2-3 cm depth represents
the extent of the homogenous distribution of cosmogenic radionuclide $^{26}$Al in Apollo 15 and 16 deep drill cores calculated by Fruchter et al. (1977). An earlier study of the depth profile of $^{26}$Al in Apollo double drive tube 12025 (Rancitelli et al. 1971) showed a similar result: thorough mixing in the top 2-3 cm of the lunar surface. The production rate of $^{26}$Al undisturbed by overturn is well constrained by theoretical calculations from solar and galactic proton intensities and energy spectra (Reedy and Arnold, 1972; Rancitelli et al. 1971) and sample measurements (Finkel et al. 1971; Rancitelli et al. 1971, Fruchter et al. 1976). When the depth density of $^{26}$Al in cores is decoupled from the undisturbed production rate, it is clear that the global homogenization of $^{26}$Al to about 2-3 cm depth is driven by overturn (Fruchter et al. 1976; Fructer et al. 1977, 1978). $^{26}$Al has a short half-life, and the million year timescale of the Morris (1978) data point is an upper limit.

Overturn due only to primary impacts is much too infrequent and shallow to produce the thorough mixing implied by the depth distribution of $^{26}$Al in the Apollo cores. It takes a flux of primary impactors hundreds of millions of years to reach 3 cm depth just once with 50% probability. The homogeneous distribution of $^{26}$Al suggests many more than one overturn event has occurred in less than a million years. The flux of secondary impacts appears to be much more effective, thoroughly reworking the regolith at 2-3 cm in less than a million years: a rate consistent with inferences from $^{26}$Al in the Apollo cores.

**Surface Features**

Calculations with primaries only also fail to account for the reworking rates suggested by observations of lunar surface features at various depths and timescales. Studies of albedo-bright Copernican rays using Earth-based radar, Lunar Orbiter images, and Clementine UV/VIS maps (Pieters et al. 1985; Hawke et al. 2004; Werner and Medvedev, 2010) describe the depth and longevity of crater rays. Copernican rays last, by definition, about 1Gy and can be as deep as 10 meters (Hawke et al. 2001). Figure 2.11 shows that our calculations are consistent with erasure over this timescale, and suggest that the top 2-3
Figure 2.10 We compare the mixing rates calculated by this model at 50% and 99% probability to the reworking rate presented by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980). Gault et al. (1974) and our calculations using only the flux of primary impactors show mixing that is too shallow at all timescales. Mixing due to secondaries is much more intense. We see 300 to 10,000 overturn events occurring at depths and over timescales consistent with the reworking calculated form the Apollo cores. The statistics of this model suggest that any specific core that shows evidence of 15 cm overturn is highly unlikely to be due to a primary and that the depth profile of any surface-correlated material in the top meter of regolith is dominantly controlled by overturn due to secondary impacts.

Meters of regolith are overturned at least once in a billion years by secondaries at 50% probability, and the top meter is overturned to 99% probability at least once.

Cold spots, anomalously low density regions around young fresh craters (Bandfield et al. 2014), have been discovered in data returned by the Diviner Lunar Radiometer (Paige et al. 2010a, Paige et al. 2010b). Thermal modeling suggests that these density anomalies are at least 10-20 cm thick (Vasavada et al. 2012; Hayne et al. 2013; Bandfield et al. 2014) and size frequency distributions suggest cold spots are ephemeral, persisting on the order of 100,000 years (Williams et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2017). In Figure 2.11, we show that in 100,000 years, our model calculates at least one overturn event has taken place at the maximum depth to which Diviner can sense the existence of cold spots. Provided each new impact
does not make a new cold spot of significant thickness, mixing will eliminate cold spots over
the timescale we expect. Regolith overturn may not be required to erase a cold spot; rather,
compaction from secondary impacts may alter the depth-density profile, and equilibrating
the fluffy cold spot anomalies with the background regolith. Whether by compaction or
overturn, it is sufficiently clear that primary impacts alone are too infrequent to fade cold
spots.

Another observation of recent lunar impact activity is the presence of "splotches" which
appear in Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) temporal pairs. Splotches are
approximately circular bright or dark features that range in size from 30 m down to LROC’s
1 m detection limit. Splotches are reflectance changes that have appeared during operation
of the LRO mission, and therefore indicate ongoing surface modification (Speyerer et al.
2016). A recent study uses the size distribution and frequency of splotches to reason that
the top 2-3cm of regolith are thoroughly mixed in about 80,000 years (Speyerer et al.
2016). In Figure 2.11, we see that our calculations are consistent with this estimate, and
suggest the top 2-3cm of regolith is thoroughly reworked by being overturned at least 100
times by secondaries in 80,000 years. The splotch production rate derived by Speyerer et
al. (2016) is based on temporal image pairs collected 0.5 to 3.4 years apart. If splotches
are secondaries, then the Speyerer et al. (2016) splotch mixing rate is based only on the
production of secondaries by small (< 100 m) primary craters and is not representative of
the secondary splotch production of larger, rarer impacts. If larger impacts that have not
yet been observed create more secondaries (e.g. McEwen et al. 2003), and more secondary
splotches, then the mixing due to secondary splotches in the top 2-3 cm will be even more
thorough.

There is vertical scatter in the ray, cold spot and splotches data points in Figure 2.11
relative to the model. Here again we encounter the issue of ‘thorough’ reworking. How many
overturn events does it take to homogenize $^{26}$Al? How many to eliminate a ray? How many
overturn events are required to thoroughly rework? The story is complicated further by
remaining unknowns in the physics of the creation and reworking of splotches, cold spots,
and rays. Cold spots are density anomalies. Different mechanisms such as compaction likely assist in the dispatch of a cold spot, while compaction holds little sway in explosively mixing away a ray. Gaps remain in our understanding of the processes at work; however, it should be evident from the production rate, depth, and longevity of these surface features that the flux of primary impacts alone could not produce splotches or erase cold spots and rays. Using the impact flux applied here, the effect of primaries only overtakes those of secondaries well beyond 4.5 Gyr. To first order, we can conclude that the overturn driven by secondaries on the top meter of regolith are significant. The exact magnitude of the overturn, whether it is one or ten thousand events, is a topic for future exploration.

Figure 2.11 The mixing due to secondaries calculated by this model is consistent with the thorough reworking of the top 3 cm of regolith reasoned by Speyerer et al. (2016) from observations of splotches in LROC temporal pairs, the elimination of 20cm deep cold spots over one to two hundred thousand years, and the erasure of 1 m deep rays over about a billion years. Note that as the number of overturn events increases, the difference between 50 and 99% probability shrinks. At 10,000 overturn events, the difference is negligible.
2.3.4 Lunar Micrometeorites

One of the main results of Gault et al. (1974) was the presence of a mixing layer in the top mm of regolith. This mixing layer was characterized by extreme rates of overturn and was driven by a flux of micrometeorites six orders of magnitude greater than the flux of larger objects from space. Since 1974, a wealth of studies have been conducted in an effort to constrain the flux of micrometeorites onto the surface of the Moon.

Constraints on the flux of micrometeorites come from two main lines of evidence: first, the presence of zap-pits on lunar rocks, which have been known since the first rocks were returned from the Moon (Hörz and Hartung 1971; Bloch et al. 1971; Schneider et al. 1973); and second, damage to spacecraft. Grün et al. (1985) present a comprehensive flux model for meteorites smaller than about 1 cm that is based on spacecraft data from Pegasus and Explorer (Whipple, 1967; Hörz et al. 1975; Naumann, 1966), the meteoroid detector on board the Helios spacecraft (Grün et al. 1980), Pioneers 8 and 9 (Berg and Gerloff, 1971; McDonnell, 1978), HEOS-2 (Hoffmann et al. 1975a, b), and Helios (Gruin et al. 1980), and the size distribution of lunar microraters observed on lunar rock samples (Morrison and Zinner, 1977; Morrison and Clanton, 1979).

We assume all micrometeoroid impactors are spherical, have an effective density of $2.5 \text{ kg cm}^{-3}$, and impact velocity $20 \text{ km s}^{-1}$; our velocity and density assumptions are consistent with those used by Grün et al. (1985) to derive flux from pit populations in lunar rocks. From the data presented in Table 1 in Grün et al. (1985), we use a non-linear least squares method to calculate the power law best fit to the cumulative size distribution of meteorites that impact the lunar surface per meter per year:

$$N_{\text{Grün}} = 1.53 \times 10^{-12} D_m^{-2.64}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.61)

where $N$ is in units of cumulative number per meter year, and, again, $D_m$ is meteorite diameter. In Figure 2.12 we see that for meteorite diameters $1 \text{ cm}$ and larger, the Grün et
Figure 2.12 In this comparison of the size distribution of flux from Grün et al. (1985) and Brown et al. (2002), we observe that the flux of micrometeorites is governed by a power-law that is similar to the flux of larger meteorites, even down to tens of nanometer particles of dust. The Grün et al. (1985) lunar flux model displays some waviness; although there is a discontinuity between the best fit we calculated and the Brown et al. (2002) power-law, the Grün et al. (1985) lunar flux model is in excellent agreement with Brown et al. (2002) where meteorites are 1cm in diameter and larger.

al. (1985) lunar flux model is in excellent agreement with the Brown et al. (2002) flux. At smaller diameters, the Grün et al. (1985) flux is within an order of magnitude higher.

Let us note that as the size of meteorites shrinks, the concept of overturn increasingly fails to describe the real physical processes at work. Although we have a power law of flux that is valid down to tens of nanometers, these particles will not overturn regolith on impact. The model presented here describes the frequency with which a point at depth is component in the excavated volume of a crater. In larger size regimes, where the target is generally particulate, we describe the inversion of regolith as a metaphor for gardening.
In contrast, material that is struck by a micrometeorite experiences a different energy partitioning regime, where more energy is spent as heat than kinetic overturn (Anders et al. 2012).

![Figure 2.13](image)

Figure 2.13 We calculate the rate of overturn driven by the flux of micrometeorites from Grün et al (1985). Hardness is not a very strong parameter in the model. The depth considered excavated is stronger, but does not drive orders of magnitude changes in overturn. The sensitivity to the depth considered overturned $dH$ is asymmetrical because of crater geometry rules we outline in Section 2.1 (Figure 2.2). As the depth considered overturned increases, fewer distal craters successfully overturn a point at depth. If the depth considered overturned is shallow, more distal craters can successfully overturn the point at depth.

For this treatment of overturn driven by the flux of very small impactors, we assume that any impactor that is about a micron or larger could reasonably overturn regolith. With this assumption, despite the physical reality issues, we calculate the overturn rate driven by micrometeorites using the Grün et al. (1985) flux and the material parameters for regolith from Table 2.2 input to the overturn function in the strength regime, Equation 2.39. The following represents the overturn rate driven by primary micrometeorites for at least one
overturn occurring at 50% probability:

\[ \Lambda_M = 2.52 \times 10^{-6} t^{0.61} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.62)

where \( \Lambda_M \) represents the overturn depth as a function of time, \( t \), in units of meters and years. Because energy partitioning at this small scale likely alters the distribution of material provenance in an impact, this analysis presents an opportunity to test the model sensitivity to the magnitude of the depth considered overturned, \( dH \) (see Figure 2.2). In Figure 2.13 we compare the overturn rate where \( d = \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{3}, \) and \( \frac{1}{6} \) in regular regolith and in hard rock. It is surprising how insensitive the model is to this parameter, but let us recall from section 2.1: The Poisson Expression, that the deeper we consider excavation, the closer distal impacts of the same diameter must strike to excavate a point at depth \( (c = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - d}) \). The inverse geometric relationship between depth and proximity damps model response to these parameters. This test shows that although small simple craters may be shallower than larger simple craters (Stopar et al. 2017; Mahanti et al. 2018), the overturn model is relatively insensitive to how we define overturn depth and crater depth-diameter ratios.

In Figure 2.14 we plot our calculated overturn driven by the largest small meteorites described by Grün et al. (1985) \( (D_m \text{ up to } 10 \text{ cm}) \) and compare to the overturn driven by the Brown et al. (2002) primary flux. Our overturn calculations using the flux of small primaries falls off at overturn depths on the order of 1 cm (Figure 2.14a). Figure 2.14 and previous discussion of secondary impacts show that flux is clearly the strongest driving parameter in this model and the fall off of overturn at 1 cm depth is a result of a fall in the number of meteorites 1 mm and larger. The best fit we calculated to the Grün et al. (1985) lunar flux model (Equation 2.61) begins to significantly overestimate the number of meteorites starting around 1 mm. For meteorites larger than 1 mm, the primary flux of falls off from Grün et al. (1985) to the flux from Brown et al. (2002) (Figure 2.14b). Even with the higher flux of small meteorites from Grün et al. (1985), the overturn driven by primary
Figure 2.14 a) Overturn driven by both the small meteorite flux described by Grün et al. (1985) and the flux of larger meteorites described by Brown et al. (2002) and a comparison to the reworking calculated by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980). b) A comparison of the Brown et al (2002) flux, Grün et al. (1985) flux, and the best fit we calculated for the Grün et al. (1985) flux (Equation 2.61). The best fit we calculated for the Grün et al. (1985) data begins to differ significantly from the Grün et al. (1985) lunar flux model at meteorite diameters of about 1 mm. That is overturn at about 1cm. As meteorites increase in size, the flux model dips towards an agreement with Brown et al. (2002). Even with significantly higher overturn due to small meteorites in the top 1 cm of regolith, overturn calculations that only consider the impact of primaries fail to describe the reworking depth and rate calculated from Apollo cores.

impacts only is too shallow at all timescales to produce the reworking rate calculated from Apollo cores (Morris 1978; Blanford et al. 1980).

2.4 Conclusions

Using the core concepts presented by Gault et al. (1974) we present a generalized model that describes the rate and probability a point at depth experiences overturn as a function of time. By using material parameters consistent with lunar regolith and impact flux, we calculate the rate and probability of overturn in the lunar case. Compared to the overturn rate driven by the modern flux of primaries, overturn due to secondaries is in much better agreement with the Morris (1978) reworking rate and the depth-distribution...
of $^{26}\text{Al}$ measured in Apollo cores. This is especially true at short timescales and shallow depths. Further, overturn due to secondaries better describes the rate at which surface features such as splotches rework the regolith and the rate at which cold spots and rays are reworked into the background. We conclude from these comparisons that secondaries are the dominant driver of overturn in the top meter of lunar regolith.

Superficially, calculations of overturn driven by micrometeorites could be improved by using the dust flux from studies of LADEE and LDEF data (e.g. Meshishnek et al. 1993; Horanyi et al. 2015; Szalay and Horanyi, 2016). More fundamentally, future incarnations of our model should include cratering laws and energy-partitioning that are designed specifically to describe micro-impacts. Another fundamental issue remains unaddressed in this treatment of micrometeorite overturn: the effects of micro-secondaries. Zook et al. (1984) impact experiments show that the pitting observed in lunar samples is probably dominated by high-speed secondary impacts and not by primary meteoroid impacts.

Evidence of mixing does not discriminate between primaries, secondaries, slumping, jetting or astronaut footprints. The depth-distribution of surface correlated materials observed in Apollo cores and the rate at which cold spots and rays disappear are the result of a complicated system of mixers. Determining the relative influence of each mixing driver is important for future modeling of regolith evolution. Here we have treated only one kind of regolith mixing: vertical excavation form cratering events. Because the mixing rates we predict with a flux of secondary impacts included are reasonable, one could argue that the vertical mixing of regolith is dominantly driven by secondary distal ejecta that produce secondary craters. Inferences about lateral transport and horizontal mixing are currently beyond the scope of this model; however, by better constraining the treatment of secondaries, we may be able to investigate mixing in three dimensions and compare our results to lateral mixing models (e.g. Huang et al. 2017) in the future.

The treatment of secondaries used in this work could be improved to first order by a piece-wise power law or polynomial re-casting of flux as well as a treatment of the velocity and impact angle distributions of secondary projectiles. Recall that in this work we crudely
assume that all secondaries impact the lunar surface at $0.5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, the minimum in the range of maximum spall velocities (Melosh, 1984). By working in the ejecta size-velocity relationships presented by Vickery (1987), Cintala et al. (1999), Nakamura and Fujiwara (2001), Hirase et al (2004), and Hirata and Nakaumra (2006) this model could include a treatment of the strong negative relationship between fragment size and velocity. Revisions to the size distribution and velocity of secondary impactors and the interrelationship between these parameters will likely force the rate of secondary-driven overturn down. Even if these corrections push overturn orders of magnitude lower, going from 100,000 to 10 overturn events in the top 3 cm of regolith would still be a reasonable indicator of thorough reworking and in better agreement with the Morris (1978) data than primary-driven overturn.

Thinking of secondaries in terms of their dependent relationship on primaries casts a pall of uncertainty on the fundamental assumption that impacts follow a Poisson distribution. The spatial distribution of secondaries is inextricably linked to primary impacts. The flux of secondaries onto the Moon is not uniformly distributed; rather, the likelihood a point is overturned by a secondary impact is largely dependent on proximity to the primary impact crater. Even proximity is no guarantee when secondary-forming ejecta fall in clusters, spokes, and rays (Schultz and Gault 1985, Vickery 1986; Melosh 1989; Kadono et al. 2015) and shallow angle primary impacts display an asymmetric ejecta distribution (Gault and Wedekind, 1978). In addition to the relationship between size, velocity, and impact angle, secondaries are also controlled by the location of their parent primary impact. The size distribution and density of secondary impactors is location dependent; a primary impactor that strikes the maria will produce a different size and density distribution of secondaries than an impactor that strikes the highlands. Regardless of location, any primary impactor that is too small to pierce the regolith layer will be accompanied by a different distribution of secondary craters than a crater that excavates blocks of basaltic melt or mare. These concerns call for an existential reassessment of the statistics used by this model for secondary impacts.
The power of the Gault et al. model is in its analytic nature. This overturn model can serve as a computationally inexpensive vanguard for future exploration of impact gardening. Results can be used to identify important parameters for more detailed study; for example, in the lunar case, we see that secondaries have a profound effect on the evolution of lunar regolith and call for more detailed analysis. For less computational cost than a single run of a sophisticated Monte Carlo model dedicated to the exploration of regolith evolution (e.g. Oberbeck et al. 1973; Oberbeck 1975; Arnold 1975; Borg et al. 1976; Duraud et al. 1975; Crider and Vondrak, 2003; Vondrak and Crider, 2003; Huang et al. 2017), this analytic model can yield a large number of results providing deep insights into the fundamental drivers of overturn in seconds. The ease with which the model can be deployed makes it a useful tool in the exploration the Moon and beyond. A particular strength of the generalized approach presented here is that it allows the opportunity to describe the impact gardening rate to first order on any airless body. In this work we pay respect to the rich heritage of Lunar science by revitalizing the model by Gault et al. (1974), and facilitate the extension of this Apollo-era vision across the solar system.
Appendix
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$ : the cumulative number of events</th>
<th>Percent Probability</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>4.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>1.678</td>
<td>6.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>2.674</td>
<td>8.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.742</td>
<td>3.672</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.150</td>
<td>5.670</td>
<td>13.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.655</td>
<td>7.670</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.221</td>
<td>9.670</td>
<td>18.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>19.67</td>
<td>31.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>29.67</td>
<td>44.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>32.11</td>
<td>39.67</td>
<td>56.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^2$</td>
<td>87.42</td>
<td>99.67</td>
<td>1.247 x $10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 x 10^2$</td>
<td>2.780 x $10^2$</td>
<td>2.997 x $10^2$</td>
<td>3.418 x $10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>9.596 x $10^2$</td>
<td>9.997 x $10^2$</td>
<td>1.075 x $10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 x 10^3$</td>
<td>2.930 x $10^3$</td>
<td>3.000 x $10^3$</td>
<td>3.129 x $10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^4$</td>
<td>9.872 x $10^3$</td>
<td>1.000 x $10^4$</td>
<td>1.023 x $10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 x 10^4$</td>
<td>2.978 x $10^4$</td>
<td>3.000 x $10^4$</td>
<td>3.041 x $10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>9.959 x $10^4$</td>
<td>1.000 x $10^5$</td>
<td>1.007 x $10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 x 10^5$</td>
<td>2.993 x $10^5$</td>
<td>3.000 x $10^5$</td>
<td>3.013 x $10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^6$</td>
<td>9.9687 x $10^5$</td>
<td>1.000 x $10^6$</td>
<td>1.002 x $10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Values for $\lambda$ from solutions to the cumulative Poisson equation at 10, 50, and 99% probability.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Values Used in this Manuscript (m yrs kg)</th>
<th>Primaries</th>
<th>Secondaries</th>
<th>Micrometeorites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Magnitude of the cumulative impact flux.</td>
<td>6.3 x 10^{-11}</td>
<td>7.25 x 10^{-9}</td>
<td>1.53 x 10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Power index of the cumulative impact flux.</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_f</td>
<td>Final impact velocity.</td>
<td>5.7 x 10^{11}</td>
<td>1.6 x 10^{10}</td>
<td>5.7 x 10^{11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\rho_m</td>
<td>Density of the impacting body.</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2780</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\theta</td>
<td>Impact angle. (degrees)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Proximity scalar for overlapping craters</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Fraction of crater depth considered overturned.</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>The gravity of the planetary body.</td>
<td>1.61 x 10^{15}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Magnitude of the cumulative crater production.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>Power index of the cumulative crater production.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crater scaling parameters from material published online (Holsapple, 2003) and from Table 2 in Williams et al. (2014), which supersede the values in Table 1 of Holsapple (1993).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_1</td>
<td>Empirically derived crater scaling parameter.</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_2</td>
<td>Empirically derived crater scaling parameter.</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_r</td>
<td>Empirically derived crater scaling parameter.</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_d</td>
<td>Empirically derived crater scaling parameter.</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\mu</td>
<td>Empirically derived crater scaling parameter that varies by target porosity.</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Target yield strength. (MPa)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\rho_t</td>
<td>Target density.</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>The strength / gravity crater scaling transition impactor size (calculated using lunar values).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_m</td>
<td>The strength / gravity crater scaling transition depth (calculated using lunar values).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 A list of parameters and definitions used to convert impactor size to crater size.
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Important Functions</th>
<th>Important Equations</th>
<th>Eqn. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The cumulative number of overturning events per area time from the Poisson distribution.</td>
<td>$N_c(\geq D_c) = \frac{4A}{\pi c^2 D_c}$</td>
<td>(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cumulative number of impactors per area time from flux.</td>
<td>$N_F(\geq D_m) = aD_m^b$</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cumulative number of events per interval from the Poisson distribution.</td>
<td>$V_c(D_m) = K \left( \frac{\pi D_m^2 k_m}{\rho_1} \right)^{\left( \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_1} \right)^\delta} + K_2 \left( \frac{Y}{K_i \rho_1^2} \right)^{\gamma \epsilon}$</td>
<td>(32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strength / gravity crater scaling transition impactor diameter.</td>
<td>$C = \frac{a}{c}$</td>
<td>(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The strength / gravity crater scaling transition depth.</td>
<td>$C_{\lambda} = \frac{K\lambda}{2K_{\nu}} \left( \frac{2}{c} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \left( \frac{c + \alpha}{C + \alpha} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}$</td>
<td>(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overturn as a function of time in the gravity and strength regime.</td>
<td>$\lambda(t, \lambda) = \begin{cases} \eta_a(t) &amp; \text{if } \lambda &lt; C_{\lambda} \text{ and } b &lt; 1 \ \eta_b(t) &amp; \text{if } \lambda &gt; C_{\lambda} \text{ and } b &lt; \frac{1}{2(\lambda + \delta)} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The magnitude of overturn in the strength regime.</td>
<td>$\eta_a = \sin^2 \theta \left( \frac{dK \lambda}{2K_{\nu}} \left( \lambda \right)^{\left( \frac{\beta}{b+1} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right)$</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The power index of overturn in the strength regime.</td>
<td>$\eta_s = \left( \frac{1}{b+1} \right)$</td>
<td>(51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The magnitude of overturn in the gravity regime.</td>
<td>$\eta_b = \sin \theta \left( \frac{dK \lambda}{2K_{\nu}} \left( \lambda \right)^{\left( \frac{\beta}{b+1} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right)$</td>
<td>(52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The power index of overturn in the gravity regime.</td>
<td>$\eta_g = \left( \frac{3+\beta}{3b+3+\beta} \right)$</td>
<td>(53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of craters per area time from a crater production function.</td>
<td>$N_{SF\nu}(\geq D_c) = aD_c^b$</td>
<td>(55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overturn as a function of time from a size frequency distribution of craters.</td>
<td>$\lambda_{SF\nu} = dHF \left( \frac{Y}{K_i \rho_1^2} \right)^{\gamma \epsilon}$</td>
<td>(56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables defined to economize crater scaling parameters and simplify the algebra that produces the overturn function.

- $\alpha = K_2 \left( \frac{1}{\rho_1} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$
- $\beta = \frac{-3\mu}{2 + \mu}$
- $\delta = 2K_i$
- $\gamma = \frac{K_i \rho_1}{6\rho_0}$
- $\epsilon = \frac{1}{2\epsilon_0} \left( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho_1} \right)^\delta$

Table 2.3 Equations used with equation numbers and descriptions.
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Chapter 3

Impact gardening as a constraint on the age, source, and evolution of ice on Mercury and the Moon

Note: This chapter is in press at the Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, with co-authors R.R. Ghent, P.G. Lucey and M Hirabayashi.

Abstract

We update an analytic impact gardening model (Costello et al., 2018) to calculate the depth gardened by impactors on the Moon and Mercury and assess the implications of our results for the age, extent and source of water ice deposits on both planetary bodies. We show that if the water presently on the Moon has a primordial origin, it may have been 4-15 m thick. If ice deposits are buried, they may be as shallow as 3 cm or as deep as 10 m and provide a gradient of probability for ice gardened into a column. Our calculations for gardening on Mercury show that thermal lag deposits will be reworked into the background over 200 Myr, and, thus, the most recent large-scale deposition of ice on Mercury must have occurred no more than 200 Myr ago. We also find that gardening mixes incremental layers of ice with underlying regolith and prevents the growth of pure ice deposits by continuous supply. We conclude that ice deposits on the Moon and Mercury are likely the result of sudden and voluminous deposition.
3.1 Introduction

The poles of the Moon and Mercury both have locations permanently shielded by topography from sunlight inside of which temperatures are low enough to allow the presence of water ice that can persist for billions of years against sublimation. The similarity ends there. The poles of Mercury are unambiguously ice-rich while the poles of the Moon are largely dry. Earth-based radar observations revealed charismatic radar-bright regions in permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) near Mercury’s north and south poles that showed reflectivity and polarization properties that were more like the icy objects of the outer solar system than the rocky Moon or the rest of Mercury (Slade 1992; Harmon and Slade 1992; Harmon et al., 1994; Harcke, 2005). In 2011 NASA’s MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) mission entered orbit around Mercury and explored the composition of the radar-bright regions. MESSENGER neutron spectra showed elevated hydrogen at Mercury’s north pole, and Lawrence et al. (2013) concluded that the radar-bright regions were deposits of nearly pure water ice. On Mercury, every surface and shallow subsurface location that is cold enough to preserve water ice from sublimation shows radar backscatter enhancements (Vasavada et al., 1999; Chabot et al., 2013; Paige et al., 2013) and deposits are thought to be up to 30 m thick (Eke et al., 2017; Deutsch et al., 2018; Susorney et al., 2019).

In contrast, the search for ice on the Moon is ongoing and results have been comparatively dry, showing that the Moon is relatively ice-free compared to Mercury. It has long been postulated that lunar PSRs could hold water ice (Urey 1952; Watson et al. 1962). Neutron spectroscopy observations from both the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer (LPNS) and the Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND) instrument on board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) have shown elevated hydrogen at the poles to their sensing depth of about a meter; however, neutron spectroscopy is sensitive only to the presence of hydrogen, not its molecular bonds (e.g. Feldman et al., 2000; Miller 2012; Boynton 2012). It is unknown if the H anomalies are a signature of molecular
water. Strong evidence for the presence of water ice in the sub-surface came from the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) mission, which upon crashing into a PSR inside the south polar crater, Cabeus, produced a volatile-rich plume and data showed that the regolith at Cabeus may have a water concentration of $\sim 5\%$ by mass (Colaprete et al., 2010). Earth-based and orbital radar observations of the lunar poles have shown indications for circular polarization ratio anomalies inside PSRs that could indicate buried ice, but these experiments conclusively show that extensive ice deposits like those seen on Mercury are not present on the Moon (Stacy et al., 1997; Nozette et al., 2001; Neish et al., 2011; Thomson et al., 2012; Fa and Cai 2013; Campbell et al., 2006; Spudis et al., 2013). At the surface, evidence of patchy surface water that covers roughly 10\% of the total PSR area has been presented by workers using LRO Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) reflectance measurements, LRO Lyman Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP) UV spectra, and Chandrayan Moon Mineral Mapper (M3) infrared spectra, coupled with temperature data from the LRO Diviner thermal radiometer (e.g. Zuber et al., 2012; Hayne et al., 2015, Fisher et al., 2016, Milliken and Li 2016; Li et al., 2018). A statistical approach by Rubanenko et al., (2019) concluded that craters in the south lunar polar region have relatively low depth-diameter ratios and suggested that the shallowing is caused by buried ice; however, because of the statistical nature of the work, they could not identify individual shallowed candidate carters and the mystery of why there might be an asymmetric distribution of water by any source between the north and south poles remains a mystery and concern.

While the Moon’s poles are not completely dry, the limited distribution and quantity of water ice are in stark contrast with Mercury’s extensive icy deposits.

The differences in the water concentrations at the poles of the Moon and Mercury may be explained by luck or age. The Moon’s ice may be the ancient relic of Mercury-like ice deposits formed by volcanic outgassing or cometary impacts (Siegler et al., 2016; Needham & Kring, 2017) or simply the steady accumulation of water formed from solar wind-implanted hydrogen (Crider and Vondrak 2000; Crider and Vondrak 2002; Liu et al., 2012; Hurley & Benna 2018).
In contrast, Mercury may have gotten lucky recently - struck by a statistically anomalous comet or water-bearing asteroid no more than 300 Myr ago that left Mercury’s surface scarred by the crater Hokusai and its poles full of water ice (Ernst et al. 2018). In addition to age or luck, Mercury’s ice evolves over time differently from the Moon’s. Marchi et al. (2005) showed that the flux of 1 cm to 100 m diameter meteorites is about an order of magnitude lower at Mercury than at the Moon. These impactors and the secondary craters that they generate are the dominant impact gardeners of the top few meters of material on the Moon and Mercury. A possible scenario is that the Moon once had Mercury-like ice deposits that have been pulverized, exposed to significant loss, and mixed with underlying regolith by a more intense meter-scale impact environment.

Impacts continue to shape the surfaces of the Moon and Mercury. The effects of impact gardening on the regolith of both bodies have been studied since the Apollo era (e.g. Gault et al., 1974; Cintala 1992; Costello et al., 2018). What affects the regolith must also affect polar ice deposits. In the present study we update and extend our impact gardening model (Costello et al. 2018) that calculates the depth excavated and overturned by impacts as a function of time to investigate the effects of impact gardening on ice at the poles of the Moon and Mercury. Our model is validated by the lunar case and includes a treatment of secondary impacts, which are critically important for understanding regolith overturn from the surface to meter scale depths (McEwen et al., 2005; McEwen & Bierhaus, 2006; Speyerer et al., 2016; Costello et al., 2018). We compare our impact gardening model predictions to observations of the distribution of ice and ice-related features on both planets to constrain their age, source, and evolution over time.

3.2 Gardening Model: Updates to the treatment of cumulative craters.

Costello et al. (2018) presented an analytical model that describes the frequency with which a point at depth is included in the excavated volume of a crater with some probability by
modeling cratering as a marked homogeneous Poisson process, which were first applied to the problem of impact gardening by Gault et al., (1974). In this paper, we update the marked homogeneous Poisson process model by Costello et al., (2018) by revising a flaw in the treatment of the cumulative impactor distribution, which results in a more accurate prediction of impact overturn (the process by which impacts mechanically churn the regolith) driven by small crater sizes. Here, we detail the differences between the current treatment and that of Costello et al., (2018), and discuss the implications for the predictions of each treatment. We begin by following Equation (23) of Costello et al., (2018), which was constructed using a geometric argument such that when a reference area is large, the average number of cratering events can be approximated as the following equation:

$$\lambda = N \pi \frac{(cD)^2}{4} t$$

where $N$ is the total number of craters emplaced of constant diameter $D$ that form per area and time, $t$ is time, and $c$ is a scaling factor for a new crater of $D$ to disturb a point along the center point of an existing crater of diameter $D_c$ at depth $hD$ (Figure 3.1). The average number of events, $\lambda$, is unitless. Values for $\lambda$ come from solutions to the cumulative Poisson probability equation:

$$P = 1 - \sum_{n=0}^{n} \frac{e^{-\lambda \lambda^n}}{n!}$$

for combinations of $\lambda$ and the cumulative number of times, $n$, newly emplaced craters disturb at a given area over time. The values for $\lambda$ used in this work can be found in Table 1 of Costello et al., (2018). Equation (1) is the same expression derived and used in Costello et al., (2018).

Here, we revise our model to correctly treat the effects of craters larger than a reference diameter $D_c$, which also influence our reference point (Figure). Costello et al (2018) solved equation (1) for $N$, the total number of craters per area per unit time, and integrated over diameter $D$ to capture the effects of craters larger than reference diameter $D_c$. This leads
to an expression with units of craters per length, rather than area, per time. Here, instead, we express Equation (1) in discrete form as

$$\lambda = tc^2 \left( \Delta N_1 \frac{\pi D_1^2}{4} + \Delta N_2 \frac{\pi D_2^2}{4} + \cdots + \Delta N_{\text{MAX}} \frac{\pi D_{\text{MAX}}^2}{4} \right) \quad (3.3)$$

where $\Delta N_i$ is the number of emplaced craters with a diameter $D_i (\geq D_c)$ per area per time, $i$ is an index up to the number $\text{MAX}$, and $cD_c$ is the distance at which a crater must strike in order to overturn a point at depth (Figure 3.1). The sum of $\Delta N_i$ over different crater sizes is equal to the total number of emplaced craters at all sizes. This expression recognizes that the distribution of craters varies as a function of crater size (e.g. Hirabayashi et al., 2018), and the sum gives the total number of emplaced craters at all sizes. We then write Equation (3) in continuous form:

$$\lambda = \left| t c^2 \int_{D_c}^{D_{\text{MAX}}} \frac{\pi D^2}{4} dN_c dD \right| \quad (3.4)$$

where $N_c$ is the cumulative crater production function and has units of number per unit area and time. The average number of events per interval, $\lambda$, is an inherently positive interval scale quantity and the direction of our integration does not matter. Whether we begin counting large craters and finish counting small or begin small and finish large, the cumulative number of craters will be equal; to capture the inherent positivity of numberspace, we include absolute values around the right-hand-side of the equation. We include absolute values and adhere to the classical calculus understanding of Equation (4), deviating from the standard assumption that a cumulative crater distribution is always positive (Appendix I of Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group, 1979) such that the model is prepared to explore distributions that change with crater size, should future workers wish to sub-divide it.

The effect of the Costello et al., (2018) treatment is an overprediction of the depth overturned by impacts for very young ages and small crater sizes (due to the incorrect exponent of the $N$ vs. $t$ curve). The cumulative number of small craters are more likely
to be affected by a wider range of craters, thus, the Costello et al. (2018) results for shallow gardening are affected by the error. In contrast, the predicted overturn depths for older ages and large crater sizes were generally unaffected (Figure 3.3). However, the uncertainty associated with the slope of the crater production function is large for small craters; consequently, the Costello et al. (2018) model gave generally consistent results with empirical data. The remainder of the Costello et al. (2018) mathematical treatment, and the main result outlined in the paper - the idea that the gardening effects of secondary impacts are necessary to describe observations of reworking on the Moon - stand as published.

Crater production functions (CPF) represent the number of craters of a given diameter that form on an area per unit time (e.g. Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group, 1979; Neukum, 1983; Ivanov et al., 2001; 2002). We use CPFs in their cumulative form, which give the number of craters of diameter $D$ and larger that form on an area per unit time (Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group, 1979). Let us assume that craters produced on planetary bodies follow a cumulative power law size frequency distribution:

$$N_c = uD^v$$

(3.5)

where $u$ and $v$ are the parameters that control the shape of the CPF. The shape parameter $u$ is always positive and has units of craters per $[L]^{2+v}$ and time. The shape parameter $v$ is a dimensionless power index and is usually negative i.e. there are usually more small craters than large craters. We solve for $\lambda$ by substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4):

$$\lambda = \frac{\pi tc^2}{4} \frac{uv}{v+2} \left[ D_c^{v+2} - D_{MAX}^{v+2} \right]$$

(3.6)

$D_{MAX}$ is defined as a crater size much larger than the minimum crater diameter ($D_c$) required to overturn to a certain depth (Figure), and may be the maximum crater diameter observed on a considered planetary body. When $v < -2$ (a common crater frequency power index is $\sim -3$), as $D_{MAX} \rightarrow \infty$ the $D_{MAX}$ term in Equation (6) goes to zero, and the expression is simplified. We solve Equation (6) for $D_c$: 81
\[ D_c = \left[ \left( \frac{v + 2}{vu} \right) \left( \frac{4\lambda}{\pi tc^2} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{u+2}} \]  \quad (3.7)

and the resulting Equation (7) gives the frequency a surface point is interacted with craters \( D_c \) and larger following a Poisson distribution and where, at the surface, \( c = 1 \). When we calculate overturn depth, \( c < 1 \) because craters must strike closer to a given point to excavate a point a depth (see Figure 3.1).

We define the depth of overturn (\( \Lambda \)) as a fraction of crater diameter (Figure 3.1):

\[ \Lambda = hD_c \]  \quad (3.8)

where \( h \) is the dimensionless excavation depth-fraction of crater diameter. Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (8), we arrive at the final form of the analytic model for the depth of impact gardening:

\[ \Lambda = h \left[ \left( \frac{v + 2}{vu} \right) \left( \frac{4\lambda}{\pi tc^2} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{u+2}} \]  \quad (3.9)

where \( \Lambda \) is the depth of overturn as a function of time. This simple analytical function takes in the parameters for a cumulative power law flux, \( \left( N_c = uD^v \right) \) and a cumulative Poisson distribution-derived average number of events (\( \lambda \)) and gives us the minimum frequency with which a point at the depth \( \Lambda \) is in the excavated volume of a crater. We can read Equation (9) as follows: Material at \( \Lambda \) depths has been brought to the surface by impacts that have occurred at least \( n \) times given the value for \( \lambda \) determined by a given probability, which is available in Table 1 of Costello et al. (2018). In its simplest form, the overturn function follows a power law function of time:

\[ \Lambda = At^{-B} \]  \quad (3.10)

where
\[ A = \left| h \left( \frac{v + 2}{v u} \right) \left( \frac{4\lambda}{c^2\pi} \right)^{\frac{1}{v+2}} \right| \]  

(3.11)

and

\[ B = \frac{1}{v + 2} \]  

(3.12)

The power index of the reworking depth \( B \) must be negative and \( v \) must be \( < -2 \) for the model to describe physical reality - small, shallowly overturning impacts are more likely than large, deeply overturning impacts. Fortunately, most predictions of CPFs for secondary craters, which dominate the mechanical churning of the uppermost meter or so, have relatively steep power indices \( \sim -4 \) e.g. McEwen et al., 2005, Bierhaus et al., 2005; Speyerer et al., 2016), satisfying the requirement that \( v \) be \( < -2 \).

Costello et al. (2018) modeled a CPF from a power-law impact flux and scaling laws for the size of a crater given impactor momentum and the material properties of the target. Equations (38) and (42) in Costello et al. (2018) describe the production function from the impact flux and the scaling to crater size using the scaling laws presented in Holsapple (1993). The lithostatic pressure at a depth equivalent to the projectile radius, which must be overcome for excavation to occur, is \( \rho g R_m \), where \( R_m \) is the impactor radius, \( g \) is gravity, and \( \rho \) is the density of the target. For small impactors, the effective target yield strength is greater than \( \rho g R_m \), and the scaling from impactor size to crater size is in the strength regime. For large impactors, the gravity term is much greater than the target yield strength and the scaling from impactor size to crater size in the gravity regime. The shape parameters \( u \) and \( v \) for the CPF can be calculated for impacts in the strength and gravity regime in terms of impact flux, Holsapple (1993) scaling from impactor size to crater size, and the Poisson expression as follows per Costello et al. (2018) Equations (33-45):
Figure 3.1 The geometry of the model following Figure 2 of Costello et al., (2018). The scaling value $h$ is the fraction of the crater diameter, $D_c$, that has been excavated by a cratering event. The scaling value $c$ is controlled by the shape of the crater bowl and describes the distance at which a crater must strike (in terms of crater diameter) in order to overturn a point at depth.
Figure 3.2 Craters that are larger than diameter $D$ also affect a surface point following Figure 3 of Costello et al. (2018).
\[
\begin{cases}
\sin(\theta)^{\frac{\alpha}{3}} a \left[ \frac{1}{\sin(\theta)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right]^b & \text{in Strength Regime} \\
\sin(\theta)^{\frac{\alpha}{3}} a \left[ \frac{1}{\sin(\theta)^{\frac{1}{3}}} \right]^\frac{3b}{3+\mu} & \text{in Gravity Regime}
\end{cases}
\]

(3.13)

where \( \alpha = K_2 \left( \frac{Y}{\rho v_f} \right)^{2+\mu} \), \( \beta = \frac{3+\mu}{2+\mu} \), \( \delta = 2K_r \), \( \gamma = \frac{K_1 \rho_m}{6\mu} \), \( \epsilon = \left( \frac{g}{2v_f} \right) \left( \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_t} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \), following Costello et al. (2018), and where \( K_r, K_d, K_1 \), and \( K_2 \) are empirically derived scalars that depend on the target material (and where \( K_2 \) is more typically defined inside a power of \( (2 + \mu)/2 \), e.g. Holsapple 1993), \( \rho_m \) is the density of the impactor, \( \rho_t \) is the target bulk density, \( g \) is the gravity of the target object, \( Y \) is the target yield strength, \( \mu \) is an empirically derived scalar that depends on the target porosity, and \( v_f \) is the final velocity of the object upon impact. A method to calculate the strength-gravity transition depth can be found in Costello et al., (2018). When we plot overturn as a function of time we will see a kink at the strength-gravity transition where the overturn function changes slope and magnitude following Equation (13) (see Figures 3.3 or 3.4). Although aesthetically messy with abundant parameters, our model offers control of these input parameters and allows the comparison of predicted reworking depths in targets that are rocky or icy.

Estimates of production functions from crater counts risk errors at small scales from resolution limits, human error, contamination by secondary impacts, and erasure if craters are in equilibrium (e.g. Minton et al., 2019). When craters are in equilibrium, "craters of the given size are being produced at the same rate at which they are being destroyed" (Gault 1970). It is impossible to calculate the number of craters that form on a surface over a time interval if those craters are in equilibrium using observations of the surface alone. Our method of using a size-frequency distribution of impacting bodies (e.g. the bolide flux presented by Brown et al (2002), which is valid down to meteorite sizes of \( \sim 1 \text{ cm} \)) and the scaling from impactor size to crater size provides a way to 'see through' crater equilibrium.

We update the depth fraction of crater diameter that is overturned \((h)\) to capture the relatively shallow depth-diameter of low energy secondary craters \((d/D \approx 0.2)\), where \( d \) is
Table 3.1 Impactor size to crater size scaling parameters from material published online by Holsapple (2003) and from Table 1 in Williams et al. (2014), which supersede the values in Table 1 of Holsapple (1993). * The impactor density for rocky secondaries, following Costello et al., (2018). ** The impactor density for icy secondaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Material</th>
<th>$K_1$</th>
<th>$K_2$</th>
<th>$K_d$</th>
<th>$K_r$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$Y$ (dynes cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\rho_i$ (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$\rho_s$ (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regolith</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.7$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Ice</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93$^{**}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the final crater depth; e.g. Melosh 1989; McEwen et al., 2005; Bierhaus et al., 2010) and assume that only the top half of a crater is excavated such that: $h = 0.02 \times 0.5 = 0.04$ (assuming only half of a crater depth is overturned following Speyerer et al., 2016). We also inherit the scaling parameter $c$ from Costello et al. (2018), which describes the distance craters must form along the center point of an existing crater of diameter $D$ at depth $hD$ to overturn, given as fraction of crater diameter: $c = 1/2 \sqrt{1-h} = 0.41$ (see Figure 3.1; Costello et al. 2018).

We use the secondary production model published in Costello et al., (2018). Costello et al., (2018) used the results from the McEwen et al., (2005) study of Mars’ Zunil crater and the work of Shoemaker (1965) to model the production of secondary craters by a primary flux. Following Costello et al., (2018), we assume that every primary impact produces one hundred thousand secondary impacts: if the impact flux has the shape: $a d^b$, where $d$ is the impacting fragment diameter and the secondary flux parameter $a_{Secondary} = a_{Primary} \times 10^5$. The secondary flux power index is $b_{Secondary} = -4$ (following Table 4 of McEwen et al., 2005). To produce a secondary crater production function we process the flux of secondary fragments through the Holsapple (1993) scaling from impactor size to crater size, assuming that all secondary impactors strike the surface at an average velocity of 0.5 km s$^{-1}$ (Melosh 1985; Vickery 1986) and the material properties defined in Table 3.1.
3.3 Validation: Gardening regolith on the Moon.

3.3.1 Validation of the secondary crater production function.

We test the validity of our assumptions about the scaling from impactor size to crater size, material properties, and the production of secondary crater by calculating gardening due to the crater production observed by the LRO Camera (LROC) over the last decade (Speyerer et al., 2016). The observed crater production function by Speyerer et al., (2016) is free from assumptions about material properties, secondary flux, and impact velocity because values for \( u \) and \( v \) are taken from the size-frequency distribution of observed meter-scale surface albedo anomalies that appeared over the decade LRO has been in orbit. We plot the crater production function, Equation (5), using shape parameters from the observed distribution of splotches \( (u = 1.25 \times 10^{-5} \text{ and } v = -4.14 \text{ in units of meters and years; these values are reported in the Methods section of Speyerer et al., 2016}) \) and our parameter-intensive model for the production of secondaries (Equation 13) and note the similarity between these two production functions (Figure 3.3). Some debate remains about whether albedo anomalous "splotches" observed by LROC are primary or secondary in nature (Speyerer et al., 2016); however, the relatively good fit between our secondary production model and the reported production of splotches suggests that the splotches are indeed secondary.

3.3.2 Validation of gardening model.

Our model for the gardening of regolith by primary and secondary craters yields a curve that represents the deepest depth that has been disturbed at least \( n \) times with some probability following the cumulative Poisson distribution over a time interval. Canonically, the vertical extent of the percolation of surface-correlated materials has been called the "in situ reworking depth" (see Morris (1978) and this depth defines the lower limit of the "in situ reworking zone" which has an upper limit being the very surface. The number of overturns implied by an in situ reworking depth is a minimum of at least one overturn. More than one overturn can occur in the reworking zone.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transient Crater Diameter (m)</th>
<th>Cumulative Crater/Splotch Frequency (m⁻² yr⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>Splotch Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>Apparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent</td>
<td>Secondaries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3 We plot the cumulative frequency of our modeled secondaries following the method of Costello et al. (2018) and assuming craters are in the strength regime and forming in regolith and compare to the production of splotched reported by Speyerer et al., (2016). The scaling from apparent to transient diameter changes very little and the functions fit well.
We model the in situ reworking depth and zone using our overturn model at high probability. In Figure 3.4 we compare the model results produced by the updated model presented here, the results of Costello et al. (2018), and the in situ reworking depth observed in Apollo cores (Morris 1978; Blanford et al. 1980). To calculate the colored contours we solve Equation (9) with values for $u$ and $v$ calculated using Equations (13) and (13) (which include assumptions about material properties, gravity, velocity, impact angle, and the scaling from impactor size to crater size) for impacts into lunar regolith and the flux of secondary impactors produced by a lunar-scaled Brown et al. meteorite flux (2002). We assume that the modern flux captured by Brown et al., (2002) has been stable for the last 1 Gyr (e.g. Neukum et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2018). The contours labeled "LROC CPF" are calculated using crater production function values for $u$ and $v$ following values reported in Speyerer et al., (2016) for the production of splotches and scaled to transient crater diameter by a factor of 0.84 (Melosh 1989; Methods section of Speyerer et al., 2016). The gardening from splotches are calculated using only the observed size-distribution of craters and are free from assumptions about material properties or gravity of the target, the velocity, angle of impact or material properties of impactors or pi-crater scaling.

The lunar in situ reworking depth we calculate using our model for secondary production using lunar regolith material properties ( Table 3.1), a modeled secondary impact flux produced by the primary impact flux following Brown et al., (2002), for $n \geq 1$ at 99% probability, is plotted as a red line in Figure 3.4 and is written explicitly as follows:

$$
\Lambda = \begin{cases} 
3.94 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.5} & \text{in Strength Regime} \\
7.35 \times 10^{-4} t^{0.35} & \text{in Gravity Regime}
\end{cases}
$$

(3.14)

where $t$ is in units of years and $\Lambda$ is in units of meters.

The overturn depth function for $n \geq 1$ at 99% probability calculated using the CPF from Speyerer et al., (2016 is written:

$$
\Lambda = 3.45 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.47}
$$

(3.15)
and is also plotted in Figure 3.4 as a solid black line. The relatively good fit between these two calculations follows the good fit between the input production functions (Figure 3.3).

Morris (1978) and Blanford et al., (1980) calculated the depth of the in situ reworking zone by analyzing the depth distribution of surface-correlated space weathering products (I_s/FeO, cosmic ray tracks, and cosmogenic radionuclides e.g. Fruchter et al., 1976; 1977; 1978) in Apollo drill cores. Upon publication of Morris (1978), no impact gardening model could fit the predicted reworking rate (Arnold 1975; Gault et al., 1974; see Figure 2 of Morris (1978)) even given low probability, likely because these models did not include gardening due to secondary impacts. The absence of secondary impacts was noted as a likely cause of the misfit by Morris (1978). Morris (1978) somewhat arbitrarily ascribed a 50% probability to his calculations of the in situ reworking depth, reasoning that impact gardening is a stochastic process and noting the absence of further models or observational constraints.

Our model, which includes secondary impacts, and our model of mixing driven by splotches fit using high probability 99% probability of at least 1 overturn, Figure 3.3). We also see a gradient in the frequency of overturn that fits the variable overturn seen within the in situ reworking zone, with greater frequency at shallower depths. After 500 Myr of gardening, a core that samples the top meter would show an in situ reworking depth of less than a meter, with an in situ reworking zone, where frequent churning has distributed space weathering products into the top 10 cm or so. Most of the Apollo cores have on the order of ten distinct layers - for example, the 236-cm-deep Apollo 15 sample 15001-15006 has 42 distinct textural units (Heiken et al., 1973, 1976), Apollo 12 sample 12025-12028 has 10 (e.g. Fryxell and Heiken, 1974) and concentrations of nano-phase iron, a space weathering product, are typically concentrated in the top 10 cm (Lucey et al., 2006); however, investigations of grain size and sorting within layers and the depth-distribution of space weathering products tell a story of frequent overturns and a complicated history of mixing (e.g. Morris et al 1979; Lucey et al., 2006; Huang et al. 2017). The fit of our models at high probability and the reasonable gradient in the number of turns we predict compared to the in situ reworking zone analysed by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980)
Figure 3.4 All overturn contours plotted here represent the deepest depth overturned at least one time over the time interval on the x-axis with 99% probability. The model results using the size frequency distribution of small albedo anomalies observed in LROC temporal pairs (Speyerer et al., 2016) (solid black line) fits exceedingly well against the reworking of surface-correlated space weathering products in the top meter of regolith calculated from Apollo cores by Morris 1978 and Blanford et al., (1980) and our model results using assumptions about the production of secondary impacts. The model results using a secondary impact flux derived from the Brown et al., (2002) flux of primary impacts fits both the LROC reworking rate and the reworking observed in Apollo cores. Compared to the results of Costello et al., (2018) (grey dot-dashed line plotted following the results shown in Figure 4 of Costello et al., (2018)), the updates to the model decrease the rate of overturn at small scales by changing the magnitude and power law slope of the overturn function.

support the notion that the work by Morris (1978) may be more representative of global impact gardening than the author gave himself credit. Still, as Morris (1978) stated, a direct and rigorous treatment in which values of reworking depth for various probability levels and number of overturns are determined awaits a much larger database of cores and experiments.

3.3.3 The timescale for validity of the Poisson model for secondaries.

Awaiting a more compete dataset, our updated model for the depth of impact gardening using the LROC CPF and the model results calculated from the flux of secondary impactors
fit both one another and the in situ reworking depths calculated from analysis of Apollo cores by Morris (1978) and Blanford et al., (1980). The fit validates our model for the 1 Myr to 500 Myr timescale over which the Apollo core analysis is representative of the in situ reworking depth.

To calculate the secondary flux we assume that the modern primary impact flux captured by Brown et al. (2002) at the Moon has been stable over the last 1 Gyr (e.g. Neukum et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2018); however, recent work suggests that there may have been an order of magnitude uptick in the flux about 200 Myr ago (Mazrouei et al., 2019). Variations in the impact flux translate directly to variations in the rate of impact gardening. Our model does not currently take in representations of the flux over time that are more sophisticated than a power law; however, given the relatively good fit between the reworking rate over the last 1 Gyr calculated from Apollo cores and our model calculations (Figure 3.4), the power law appears to be a reasonable approximation.

Primary crater formation is a Poisson processes, and generally satisfy the assumptions: 1) craters are uniformly distributed over the surface and through time; and 2) the formation of one crater does not affect the probability of the formation of another. Secondary impacts are not a Poisson process, having a spatial and temporal distribution that is existentially linked to their parent primary impact; however, over long timescales, secondaries become approximately like a Poisson point process. We explore the minimum length of time over which we can comfortably use our model of secondaries as an approximate Poisson process by exploring the timescale over which secondaries begin to behave like a Poisson point process as validated by observations of the effects of gardening in samples and remote sensing observations.

Speyerer et al. (2016) reported a reworking rate of 2 to 3 cm every 80,000 years, which was consistent with the homogeneous distribution of cosmogenic Al\(^{26}\) in Apollo cores observed by Fruchter et al., 1976; 1977; 1978). Our gardening calculations are consistent with this shallow and short-timescale gardening at 50% probability, validating our model for secondary gardening down to the hundreds-of-thousands of years and centimeter scale.
Recent work by Nishizumi et al. (2019) studying an Apollo 17 drill core 70009-70001 shows an excavation event down to \( \sim 25 \) cm occurred about 500 kyr ago. While other cores show that the whole Moon has not been gardened to such depths over hundreds of thousands of years, our model predicts that the Apollo 17 drill core is not wildly anomalous, and suggests that if probability can be linked to spatial coverage, then 5-10% of the lunar surface may have been similarly gardened. The Diviner lunar radiometer experiment on board LRO has also observed ephemeral thermophysical anomalies around young craters that fade over 100 to 1 Myr years are at least as thick as the diurnal skin depth: \( 20 \) cm (Hayne et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2018). While gardening by secondaries may be only one contributor to the as yet unconstrained mechanisms that destroy cold spots, we see the in situ reworking zone driven by secondaries effecting the total volume of the cold spot at least once at 3 to 20% probability over the timescale of 100 kyr to 1 Myr. We plot our model solved at various probabilities and with these validating observations in Figure 3.5.

We conclude the that secondaries behave like a Poisson point process after about 100 kyr and our model is valid over timescales on and above that order of magnitude. This is not to say that the modeling of secondary impacts as a Poisson point process is without its faults, and we will explore the limitations introduced by this treatment in the discussion section; however, the model fit with observational data suggests that these issues minimally interfere with our predictions at timescales at and above about 100 kyr.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Gardening ice and regolith on the Moon and Mercury.

With a model validated by the lunar case, we proceed to explore the extent and rate of impact gardening on the Moon and Mercury in both regolith and in ice over timescales between 80,000 and 1 Gyr (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). As described in the previous section, we model overturn on the Moon using the primary impactor flux from Brown et al. (2002) scaled to the Moon and the secondary impacts they produce following the method in Costello
Figure 3.5 The results of Morris et al. (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980) represent the reworking depth generally; however, the effects of reworking observed in Apollo cores is variable. a) We capture the stochasticity of gardening by varying the model with probability. At various probabilities, our model is consistent with the reworking demonstrated by the work from Morris (1978) and Blanford et al., (1980), the reported 2 to 3 cm of gardening in 80,000 years from Speyerer et al., (2016) based on observations of the size-frequency of albedo anomalous splotches, the homogenization of Al$_2$O$_3$ in the top few centimeters of regolith over timescales less than 1 Myr (Fruchter et al. 1976; 1977; 1978), the results of Nishizumi et al. (2019), who found an event 50 kyr ago overturned about 25 cm of material in Apollo 17 string drill tube 7002-7009, the fading of themophysical anomalies dubbed “cold spots” observed in LRO Diviner data extend to the sensing limit of the diurnal skin depth (20 cm) and are no older than about 1 Myr (Williams et al., 2018). b) The data presented by Morris represents the "in situ reworking depth", which describes the depth that has seen the surface at least one time over some time interval. Our model results match the Morris (1978) and Blanford et al. (1980) in situ reworking rates, predicting between one and one hundred overturns have excavated material to the depth and over the timescale.
et al. (2018). We apply this model to Mercury by using the flux of 1 cm - 100 m objects from Marchi et al. (2005). We vary the material property inputs of Equations (12) and (13) using values in Table 3.1 and use the relative gravity of the Moon and Mercury, which control the scaling from impactor size to crater size.

For this study, we make two simplifying assumptions: 1) all craters scale following the Holsapple (1993) scaling laws; and 2) the material being gardened is either pure hard ice or pure regolith. Some workers have shown that transient crater scaling between impactor size and crater size in cold water ice scales like rock in the gravity regime (Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001; McKinnon and Parmentier, 1986; Chapman and McKinnon, 1986). Yet other models and impact experiments suggest that impactor size to crater size scaling may be different in water ice, with differences made more intense as material properties such as porosity evolve with time (Bierhaus & Schenk 2010; Fendyke et al. 2013; Yasui et al. 2017; Michikami et al. 2017; Prieur et al. 2017; Kurosawa and Takeda 2019). As ice, regolith, and rocks are bombarded, broken, and mixed, the porosity, yield strength, and density of the target evolve with time in poorly constrained ways. We simplify, using the two examples of hard ice and regolith because their material parameters are provided by Holsapple (1993) and are self-consistent with the scaling laws we also take from Holsapple (1993). Including a sophisticated treatment of icy crater scaling and time-dependent surface evolution are beyond the scope of this study.

Overturn functions plotted in Figure 3.8 are summarized in Table 3.2 and plotted in Figure 3.8 for comparison. For overturn in hard ice on both the Moon and Mercury we assume that secondary impactors have the density of ice or rocks (Table 3.1). Secondaries are more likely to be composed of the same material as the target because of the relatively limited area over which secondaries are strewn, especially at the sub-meter scales we are modeling, and Mercury’s icy poles are not covered in rocky regolith ejecta; however, the majority of the Moon and Mercury are not icy and it is possible that non-local rocky secondaries are making craters in polar ice deposits. The scale of a crater is dependent on the density and yield strength of both the target and impactor. Icy impactors garden
Table 3.2 Overturn depths are calculated using Equation (8) for $n \geq 1$ overturns at 99% probability and using the material properties listed in Table 3.1 and in hard ice given rocky and icy secondary impactors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overturn Depth ($A$)</th>
<th>Regolith Target</th>
<th>Hard Ice Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocky Secondaries</td>
<td>Icy Secondaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moon</strong> (Strength Regime)</td>
<td>$3.94 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.5}$</td>
<td>$6.97 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moon</strong> (Gravity Regime)</td>
<td>$7.35 \times 10^{-4} t^{0.32}$</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^{-3} t^{0.32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mercury</strong> (Strength Regime)</td>
<td>$2.45 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.5}$</td>
<td>$4.33 \times 10^{-5} t^{0.5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mercury</strong> (Gravity Regime)</td>
<td>$4.13 \times 10^{-4} t^{0.32}$</td>
<td>$1.34 \times 10^{-3} t^{0.32}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

less efficiently than rocky impactors due to their lower density and yield strength relative to rocky impactors. By modeling gardening driven by both rock and icy secondaries we present bounds for the upper (all rocky secondaries) and lower (all icy secondaries) limits for gardening at the poles. These limits appear as solid (all icy) and dotted (all rocky) contours bounding a shaded region where the true in situ reworking depth contour, which is likely driven by a mix of rocky and icy secondaries exists in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, which illustrate the depth of gardening on the Moon and Mercury respectively. We compare gardening on the Moon and Mercury in Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. The figures illustrate two simple and important results: 1) impact gardening at the depth scale modeled here ($< 10$ meters) is more intense on the Moon than on Mercury by a factor of $\sim 2$; and 2) On both the Moon and Mercury, hard ice is gardened more efficiently than regolith.

### 3.4.2 The ancient lunar flux and regolith thickness as a constraint on primordial ice.

The Moon may have had extensive Mercury-like ice deposits that have been destroyed or churned into underlying regolith by impact gardening. To explore this hypothesis and the evolution of lunar ice, we investigate the minimum thickness of lunar ice deposits would have to have been initially to have been gardened into underlying regolith.
Figure 3.6 Gardening due to secondary impacts on the Moon in ice and in regolith shown in “cores” that have dimensions of depth and probability. Contours are calculated by solving the cumulative Poisson equation (Equation 2) for various probabilities and inputting the appropriate $\lambda$ into Equation 13. We do not include calculations below our reasonable timescale limit of 100 kyr. For our calculation of gardening in an icy target (a, b and c) we show a region where the true in situ reworking depth likely exists, driven by both icy (solid line) and rocky (dotted line) secondary crater-forming impactors.
Figure 3.7 Gardening due to secondary impacts on Mercury in ice and in regolith shown in "cores" that have dimensions of depth and probability. Contours are calculated by solving the cumulative Poisson equation (Equation 2) for various probabilities and inputting the appropriate $\lambda$ into Equation 13. Shaded regions in sub-figures (c) and (f) indicate the depth of "micro-cold traps" and thermal lag deposits respectively. We do not include calculations below our reasonable timescale limit of 100 kyr. For our calculation of gardening in an icy target (a, b and c) we show a region where the true in situ reworking depth likely exists, driven by both icy (solid line) and rocky (dotted line) secondary crater-forming impactors.
Figure 3.8 Impact gardening on the Moon and Mercury and regolith and ice due to icy and rocky secondary impactors. Gardening is more efficient on the Moon than Mercury at the depth scale analyzed here (< 10 m), and gardening is more efficient in ice than in regolith on both planetary bodies.
To investigate the effects of gardening on ice deposits that may be older than the Copernican era, we assume that the thickness of mare regolith of known surface age can constrain the unknown thickness of polar ice deposits of the same age. Over the last 3.5 Gyr, impacts have pulverized mare basalts into a regolith layer that is about 3 m thick (Nakamura et al., 1975; Fa & Wieczorek 2012; Fa et al., 2014; 2015; Bart 2014). In Figure 3.9 we extend our model for gardening beyond the Copernican era and explore how thick an ancient pure ice deposit must have been to have been completely penetrated by impacts. We assume that a model for \( n \geq 10 \) overturns at 99% probability, represents the relatively uniform production of 3 m of mare regolith. We then assume that \( n \geq 1 \) overturns have also affected polar ice deposits to a greater depth proportional to the greater efficiency of cratering in ice. Under these assumptions, model results indicate that a deposit that is 3.5 Gyr old would have to have initially been 4 - 15 m thick to be gardened into underlying regolith (Figure 3.9).

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 The age of ice deposits on Mercury.

After 1 Gyr of bombardment, impact gardening is extremely unlikely to have touched the bottom of a 4 to 8 m thick ice deposit on Mercury, let alone deposits greater than 10 m thick (Figure 3.7a). Our gardening calculations at this multi-meter scale do not rule out the possibility that Mercury’s extensive ice deposits are older than 1 Gyr.

Shielding by thermal lag.

Many of Mercury’s radar-bright ice deposits are covered by a layer of low-reflectance material that has been interpreted to be the carbonaceous leftovers of ice that has sublimated or "thermal lag" (Crites et al. 2013; Neumann et al. 2013; Paige et al. 2013; Syal et al. 2015; Delitsky et al. 2017). MESSENGER neutron data and thermal models show that these low albedo lag deposits are up to 10 - 30 cm thick (Paige et al. 2013;
Figure 3.9 The higher ancient impact flux simulated using the depth of mare regolith. We model impact gardening in regolith and ice for $n \geq 1$ and $n \geq 10$ overturns at 99%. If we assume that between 1 and 10 overturn events in the model transforms mare basalt into regolith, then we can assume that between 1 and 10 overturns have also affected polar ice deposits to a greater depth proportional to the greater efficiency of cratering in ice.
Lawrence et al 2013), and images indicate that the low-reflectance deposits directly overlie ice deposits, terminating sharply at the boundary of radar-bright regions (Chabot et al. 2014).

Impact gardening over the scale of tens of millions of years will only turn up more lag deposit, gardening the first few decimeters of material at Mercury’s poles (Figures 3.7e and 3.7f). Some impacts will dig deeper; for example, we predict that there is a 50% chance that ice buried under $\sim 20$ cm of thermal lag will have been excavated once over 10 Myr. Much as Apollo core 7002-7009 showed an anomalously young deeply penetrating impact (Nishizumi et al 2019; Figure 3.5), rare, larger impacts on Mercury may penetrate the lag and exhume small amounts of ice onto the surface, causing observed variations in surface brightness among thermal lag regions (Chabot et al., 2013; 2014; Deutsch et al., 2016). Quantitatively linking the efficiency of lag-penetrating impacts and up-sampling of ice at low model probability and the surface albedo variations awaits a more complete dataset. We can comfortably conclude that shielding by thermal lag further extends the potential lifetime on Mercury’s polar ice deposits against gardening. Our model predicts that low-albedo thermal lag deposits may not only shield the ice deposits they overlie from sublimation (Paige et al. 2013), but also take the brunt of impact gardening.

**Age constraints from surface ice.**

There are locations where temperatures are cold enough that sublimation could not build up a protective blanket of lag and where ice is exposed directly to the surface (Paige et al. 2013; Deutsch et al., 2017). Surface ice is exposed to non-thermal loss processes including sputtering by solar wind plasma, UV, impact vaporization and mechanical gardening that churns protected ice upwards to the relatively hostile surface (e.g. Farrell et al. 2019). If exposed ice deposits on Mercury were billions of years old and never developed a shield of thermal lag, they would have succumbed to non-thermal losses. The presence of surface ice implies that the ice deposits on Mercury may indeed be young.
Thermal modeling by Rubanenko et al. (2018) hypothesized the presence of "micro-cold trap" surface ice deposits existing in sub-meter regions of permanent shadow that may only be a few decimeters thick. The relative efficiency of gardening in ice makes these small unprotected deposits particularly vulnerable and we predict that if they exist, micro cold trap ice deposits would be thoroughly gardened over 10 Myr timescales (Figure 3.7c).

**Constraints on the age of Mercury’s ice from low albedo deposits that are not radar-bright.**

There also are PSR locations somewhat farther from the poles of Mercury where the surface has low albedo compared to surrounding regolith but is not radar-bright. It is thought that these locations once harbored ice deposits that have since succumbed to thermal sublimation (Paige et al. 2013; Chabot et al. 2019). If thermal lag at these locations is underlain by regolith, impact gardening will mix them into background regolith over time, much as gardening does to lunar surface features. We assume that the thermal lag deposits are 10-30 cm thick (Paige et al. 2013; Lawrence et al. 2013) and have similar material properties to the surrounding regolith to calculate the depth reached by overturn. In order for us to still be able to observe the low surface albedo anomalies today, they must be too young to have been worked into background regolith by gardening. We predict that it would take less than 200 Myr to mix 30-cm thermal lag underlain by regolith into the background (Figure 3.7f). Thus, if the albedo-dark deposits are the thermal lag of a sublimated ice deposit, the initial deposition of ice must have occurred no more than 200 Myr ago. The 100 Myr timescale we predict for the gardening of Mercury’s lag deposits is three orders of magnitude above the 100 kyr minimum timescale above which our model for secondary impact gardening is valid, so we can be relatively certain of our prediction that Mercury’s most recent large scale deposition of ice occurred no more than 200 Myr ago.

Because of its extensive and optically immature rays (Braden & Robinson, 2013; Neish et al., 2013), it has been suggested that Hokusai crater (57.7°N, 16.8°E) formed in the Kuiperian time-stratigraphic system, and has an upper limit age of 100 to 300 Myr (Banks
et al., 2017). Our gardening calculations support the narrative of Hokusai as a source for Mercury’s most recent large scale ice delivery, by showing that the most recent emplacement must have occurred no more than 200 Myr ago.

### 3.5.2 The sources of water delivered to the Moon and Mercury.

Surface ice is subject to intense gardening over short timescales (Figures 3.7c and 3.7c). The relatively high rate of impact gardening near the surface means that the deposition rate of ice has a major impact on its survival. Ice deposits formed from the steady accumulation of thin layers of water ice from water-bearing meteorites (e.g. Moses et al., 1999) or solar wind implantation (e.g. Crider and Vondrak, 2000) are more vulnerable to the destructive effect of impacts near the surface. Although thin deposits are vulnerable, gardening quickly loses efficiency at depth. A 10 cm thick ice deposit is exponentially more durable against gardening than a 1 cm deposit.

Moses et al., (1999) assumed a dust flux at Mercury of $1 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{10}$ g yr$^{-1}$ that contains a water mass fraction of roughly 10%. They assume 63% of the dust flux mass remains on the planet after an impact and 5.15% of the water survives migration to the poles. This produces a cumulative delivery of 0.8 to 20 m of ice to Mercury’s poles over 3.5 Gyr with a linear continuous deposition rate of $2.29 \times 10^{-10}$ to $5.79 \times 10^{-9}$ m yr$^{-1}$. Modeling by Ong et al. (2010) shows that about 6.5% of a cometary impact into the Moon is retained, so the lower end of the retention percent used by Moses et al. (1999) is more likely. Other studies of comet impacts have shown that retention of meteoritic water depends strongly on impact velocity and impact angle - slower and more oblique impacts have less energetic volatile plumes, more of which remain gravitationally bound (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Gisler et al., 2006; Ong et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2011; Prem et al., 2015). At Mercury, micrometeorites have a high average impact velocity relative to meteorites larger than $\sim 1$ g (Cintala, 1992; Marchi et al., 2005), and their vapor plumes are less likely to be low energy enough for water to remain gravitationally bound. Considering these factors, we should think of the Moses et al., (1999) supply as a generous estimate.
We compute the depth that an ice deposit would be in the absence of any losses if it were supplied by meteorites at the generous rate calculated by Moses et al., (1999) and compare it to the overturn depth we calculate, plotting them together in Figure 3.10. Let us imagine ~ 4 mm of ice accumulates on a patch of ground in a PSR over about 1 Myr. Our model suggests that that patch of ground is gardened to at least 2 centimeters depth over the same time interval, overturning an order of magnitude more material than the continuous source was able to accumulate. Smaller time steps and thinner deposits are even more vulnerable to the power law efficiency of gardening. The incremental layers built up over time by continuous sources are mixed with underlying regolith faster than they can accumulate, thwarting the growth of a pure ice deposit like those seen at Mercury’s poles (e.g. Butler et al., 1993). We conclude from this exercise that pure, many meters-thick ice deposits on Mercury could not have been built over billions of years from continuous sources because impact gardening mixes incrementally built up ice layers with underlying regolith faster than continuous sources can supply them. In contrast, we can not similarly rule out the possibility that lunar ice, which appears to be well mixed with regolith (e.g. Colaprete et al., 2010), may be continuously supplied.

In the previous section we concluded that the presence of albedo-dark lag underlain by regolith implies near-surface ice on Mercury has a maximum age of about 200 Myr. Over 200 Myr, even the un-gardened and generous estimate of the amount of water supplied to the poles by wet meteorites (Moses et al., 1999) provides only enough water for a deposit that is a few millimeters thick (Figure 3.7). If Mercury’s pure ice deposits are indeed less than 200 Myr old, even in the absence of gardening, the continuous supply calculated by Moses et al., (1999) could not have made them. The relatively young predicted age of Mercury’s most recent ice delivery and the durability of thick deposits in comparison to intensely gardened thin deposits indicate that the sources of ice at the poles of Mercury were voluminous and suddenly delivered, such as a single or a series of large comet impacts. We do not rule out the possibility that Mercury’s polar deposits were formed from multiple exogenous and endogenous sources, so long as those sources were relatively sudden and
voluminous; e.g. an ancient volcanic outgassing (e.g. Butler et al., 1993) was supplemented by large cometary depositions (e.g. Ernst et al. 2018) with invisible layering of thermal lag at thicknesses below the resolution of radar remote sensing.

While we do not have similar age constraints on lunar ice deposits, the relative durability of thick deposits against gardening supports the theory of a voluminous and sudden source for lunar ice as well. Farrell et al., (2019) concluded that ice on the surface of the Moon may only be stable for < 2 kyr, suggesting an extremely turbulent near surface environment and spelling doom for thin layers of continuously delivered ice. If the Moon does indeed have pure ice deposits that are buried (e.g. Rubanenko et al., 2019), such deposits would have had to have grown and survived gardening at the surface for some time before their burial, and, like Mercury’s deposits, could not have been continuously supplied. Thus, we conclude that a sudden and voluminous source of lunar polar water delivery, such as a volcanic outgassing (e.g. Needham & Kring, 2017), is more likely than continuous supply.

3.5.3 Ice on the Moon.

Gardening is more efficient on the Moon than on Mercury (Figure 3.8) due to the higher flux of 1 cm - 100 m primary impactors at the Moon (Marchi et al., 2005); however, despite the greater efficiency, gardening would never have penetrated the entirety of a Mercury-like deposit on the Moon if that deposit was < 1 Gyr old. Even a 5 m thick deposit that was emplaced 1 Gyr ago would not have been gardened in its entirety and should still appear radar-bright. If the Moon ever had Mercury-like deposits they must have been ancient (e.g. Needham & Kring, 2017; Deutsch et al., 2019), and therefore subject to the orders of magnitude higher impact environment before the Copernican era or buried.

The fate of primordial surface ice.

We explored the idea of thick primordial deposits in Section 4.2, and were able to present a rough estimate of the minimum thickness a surface deposit must have been to have been gardened to its interface with the regolith: 4-15 m. The results suggest that the Moon may
Figure 3.10 The depth of an ice deposit in the absence of losses or transport after deposition if it were supplied at the rate calculated by Moses et al., (1999) and impact overturn depth contours for impact gardening in regolith and in hard ice due to icy and rocky secondary impactors on Mercury (Equations 16 and 18). Gardening mixes incrementally built-up deposits formed from continuous sources faster that they are supplied.
well have had ancient Mercury-like deposits that were initially thicker than 10 m which have since succumbed to gardening, which are now so thoroughly mixed with regolith that they are invisible to radar (e.g. Butler et al., 1993; Colaprete et al., 2010).

Our results come from assumptions about the relationship between regolith growth and gardening, but that relationship is itself a subject of ongoing investigation. Hirabayashi et al (2018) modeled the growth of regolith from high energy primary impacts, not the secondary impacts that we model here, and had model results in good agreement with the regolith depths sensed by Apollo 15 seismic experiments (Nakamura et al. 1975). It is thought that regolith production is driven by high energy impacts (e.g. Oberbeck et al 1973; Quaide & Oberbeck 1975; Hirabayashi et al. 2018), by micrometeorite abrasion (e.g. Hörz et al. 1974), and/or thermal fatigue (e.g. Molaro & Byrne 2012; Delbo et al. 2014; Molaro et al 2015; Molaro et al. 2017) to varying and yet unknown degrees, while gardening is driven mostly by frequent low energy secondary impacts. If the secondary impacts that we model do not possess enough energy to produce 3 m of mare regolith, then the impact flux must have been more than an order of magnitude more intense than that modeled here, ancient ice deposits would have had to be much thicker, and thicker deposits mean a greater mass is demanded from any delivery mechanism. A better understanding of the relationship between regolith production and mechanical churning would improve our ability to derive the initial thickness of ice deposits from the depth of similar-aged regolith and interpret model results.

Our results suggest that the top meter or so of Mercury is less reworked than the top meter of the Moon. The relatively slower processing of the top few meters of Mercury’s surface is consistent with observations that ice deposits on Mercury have a sharp boundary with their surroundings (e.g. Chabot et al. 2014); however, studies suggest that Mercury has thicker regolith than the Moon (Kreslavsky & Head 2015) and that craters degrade faster on Mercury than on the Moon (Fassett et al. 2017). Again, we run into the uncertain relationship between impact gardening and regolith formation. We look forward to seeing what the Bepi-Colombo mission to Mercury reveals about the small impactor
flux at Mercury and the results of continuing studies of the relationship between impacts, regolith growth, and crater degradation. For now, we proceed under the assumption that the Marchi et al. (2005) flux of 1 cm to 100 m objects is correct and is indeed driving the relatively slow gardening of Mercury’s top meter.

The depth to buried ice.

If instead of extensive Mercury-like surface deposits, ancient lunar ice was buried under meters of regolith (e.g. Rubanenko et al., 2019), and if cohesive ice deposits exist at depths between 1 and 10 m, the surface ice we observe may be the result of secondary impact gardening up-sampling that ice during the Copernican era. Our gardening calculations at high probability give a lower limit on the depth of up-sampled ice. Any shallower than our calculations, and buried ice would have been gardened in the in situ reworking zone. We predict that gardening could efficiently up-sample ice when it is touched by the in situ reworking depth; thus, ice may be buried between 1 cm and 3 m deep (from interpretation of Figures 3.4 and 3.6). Such shallow deposits should be visible to radar; however, the radar remains dark.

The observed surface ice may be the result of rare, relatively large impacts which penetrate a deep regolith layer. We can investigate this possibility by exploring the depth to ice using lower probability in the model. We performed a similar exercise using lower probability to explore the mixing history of Apollo core 70002-70009 (Nishizumi et al., 2019) and the fading of cold spots (Williams et al., 2018) in section 3.1. If we accept that gardening at 10% probability accounts for the observed surface ice, buried ice may be between 10 cm and approaching 10 m deep (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). How so much regolith was deposited over the purported buried ice deposits while similarly-aged pyroclastic deposits such as those at Aristarchus remain spectrally distinct at the surface (e.g. Lucey et al., 1986) remains an open question.

While Figures 3.6 and 3.7 and the gradient of probability that they illustrate could be interpreted to be representative of the depth to ice on the Moon and Mercury, we
caution the reader that interpretation of model results at low probability introduces both known and unknown unknowns. While the vertical and temporal gardening that our model predicts is in comfortable agreement with several validating observations of the vertical and temporal extent of gardening on the Moon, interpretation from spatial dimensions introduces uncertainty. If we wish to rigorously investigate the observed spatial distribution of surface ice and link it to probability of overturn, we would need to qualify our model with more observational data to illustrate the validity or invalidity of its results for similar applications. We do not know what areal fraction of the lunar surface has a mixing history similar to the Apollo core 70002-70009, or what physical processes fade cold spots, let alone that gardening 10%, 50% or 100% of a cold spot volume fades it and therefore can not use these as rigorously validating or invalidating cases for the spatial distribution implied by lower percent probability in the model.

One known unknown that we are particularly cautious of is the implications of our model dimensions. Between Equations (1) and (3) of this work, we reduce the dimensionality of our marked homogeneous point process intensity function from four (two spatial dimensions, time, and one mark) down to two (time and depth/mark) using the geometry of the problem (Figure) and the assumption that the distribution of points and marks are independent. Reducing the dimensionality of a model in this way may make the model blind to pertinent physical phenomena. For example, Minton et al., (2019) presented both an analytic and a numerical approach to modeling surface degradation by crater equilibrium. Their analytic model had only one dimension: mark. When comparing their analytic results and numerical results, they found the analytic model could not have predicted the significant effects of spatial parameters such as crater ray width, which were not reduced and apparent in their computationally expensive numeric model. Similarly, we should approach the computationally efficient yet dimensionally reduced models presented in this work and by Costello et al., (2018) and Gault et al., (1974) with caution when trying to understand the influence and implications of spatial phenomena beyond the vertical dimension, such as the patchy surface distribution of water, pending further qualification from observations,
cores, and experiments that investigate the physical and spatial effects of frequent small scale impacts.

We encounter another issue with our analytic model for secondary cratering when we consider the dynamism of ice on the uppermost lunar surface. Farrell et al. (2019) performed calculations that suggest that what little surface ice exists on the Moon remains on the surface for $< 2$ kyr, and that the surface environment may be extremely dynamic. Impact gardening by secondaries must play some role in the dynamism; however, the 1 kyr timescale is well below our reasonable limit for treating secondaries as a Poisson process, and, in its present form, our model can contribute little of value to understanding the evolution of these most ephemeral deposits.

In the future it will be valuable to develop the models used in this work further. By updating the model we may be able to avoid reducing dimensions and constrain the shallowest and most ephemeral impact gardening. An improved model for secondary crater production that can accommodate differences in the production of secondaries driven by the material properties of the body (e.g. ice vs. silicate worlds), gravity, and velocity of impacts may also significantly improve these results, especially as we explore further beyond the Moon (e.g. Bierhaus et al., 2018).

### 3.6 Conclusions

The updated model fit well with the extent of impact gardening in Apollo cores (Morris 1978; Blanford et al. 1980), and calculated from the size frequency distribution of albedo-anomalous splotches in LROC temporal pairs (Speyerer et al. 2016). The fit between our secondary crater production model and the production of albedo anomalies observed in LROC temporal pairs from Speyerer et al (2016), or splotches, implied that the splotches are indeed secondary cratering phenomena. We validated the impact gardening model for the Moon in regolith for timescales between 100 kyr and 500 Myr.
With a validated model in hand, we modeled the gardening of hard ice and regolith on the Moon. Ancient polar ice would have been subject to a similar impact flux as mare basalt, and because mare basalts were pulverized into \( \sim 3 \) m of regolith, ice at the poles must have been gardened to a similar or greater depth based on the relative efficiency of cratering in ice compared to rock and regolith. We tracked the relatively higher efficiency of gardening in ice and conclude that if ice was emplaced in lunar polar PSRs 3.5 Gyr ago, the deposits may have been 4-15 m thick.

Unlike the Moon, Mercury’s present ice is abundant. While our model can not rule out an ancient origin for Mercury’s deep deposits directly from gardening because of their extensive depth and shielding by thermal lag, the presence of surface ice suggests a recent delivery. We can further constrain the age of Mercury’s most recent large-scale delivery of ice by modeling the gardening of lower latitude albedo-dark features that have been interpreted to be the remains of ice deposits that have sublimated. Because we still observe these albedo-dark features, they must not yet have been gardened into background regolith and we predict that the ice that preceded them must have been emplaced no more the 200 Myr ago. This timescale is consistent with the Hokusai impactor being the most recent large-scale delivery of water (Ernst et al., 2018).

Moses et al., (1999) calculated a generous estimate for the amount of water delivered to Mercury’s poles by continuous supply. Even this generous estimate of the continuous delivery of water from micrometeorites only emplaces several millimeters of ice over 200 Myr. Ice deposits from continuous supply take time to grow - and during that time they are subject to intense small-scale impact gardening. It is unlikely that significant ice deposits on either the Moon or Mercury are the result of a continuous supply of water. Prompt and voluminous sources such as cometary impact are exponentially more durable against gardening. The ice observed on the Moon and Mercury is therefore more likely to have had a prompt and voluminous source or sources (e.g. large cometary impacts, such as the Hokusai impact on Mercury less than 200 Myr ago (Ernst et al., 2018)), or voluminous
ancient volcanic outgassing (e.g. Kerber et al., 2009; Needham & Kring, 2017) to withstand intense small-scale gardening.

We conclude that the difference between the water distribution at the poles of the Moon and Mercury is driven by luck and gardening. Mercury was struck in the last 200 Myr by a rare and large water-bearing object that deposited a significant amount of water. Mercury may already have had extensive ice deposits built up from other cometary impacts and/or a primordial outgassing that had not been significantly gardened due to the relatively lower impact flux of 1 cm to 100 m objects (Marchi et al., 2005). Over the last billion years, Mercury’s ice deposits have only needed to contend with a modern flux that is gentle relative to both the ancient and modern lunar flux, and are widely shielded from gardening and surface loss processes by decimeter-scale thermal lag deposits. Although the gardening rate is higher on the Moon, if a Mercury-like mass of water had been placed on Moon during the Copernican era, its remains should still be radar-bright today. Instead, we observe a comparatively dry Moon. In the future, the differences between the poles of the Moon and Mercury will likely become even more pronounced, as gardening continues to contribute to the depletion of what ice remains on the Moon and only scratches the surface of Mercury’s extensive deposits.
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Chapter 4
The Formation and Gardening of Europa’s “Regopag”

Note: This chapter will be submitted pending co-author notes to the Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets with co-authors C.B. Phillips, R.R. Ghent, and P.G. Lucey.

Abstract

The top vertical meter of Europa is hidden under the optical surface seen by remote sensing, which is sensitive only to the top microns to millimeters, and lateral meters are obscured by the resolution of current datasets; however, we can investigate Europa’s invisible meters through our understanding of the processes that act on the surface. Impacts mobilize material in the top meter, breaking up consolidated ice and churning buried materials upwards in a process called “impact gardening.” Material that is exposed to the near-surface is altered by hypervelocity micrometeoroid impacts, charged particles, and segregating and sintering thermal processes. We model the rate and extent of impact gardening and compare our results to these other agents of change acting at Europa’s uppermost surface. Our impact processing calculations describe the formation of about 10 m thick layer of fine grained ice material or “regopag” over the whole surface on Europa, and show that pristine material that has never seen radiation at the surface resides more than half a meter below the optical surface.
4.1 Introduction

Europa is an icy body of astrobiological importance and the destination of a new multiple flyby mission (Europa Clipper, launch in 2023) and landed mission concepts. Two previous remote sensing visits to Europa, from the Voyager and Galileo spacecraft, sparked wonder and debate about the unique morphologic features, chemistry, and astrobiological potential of this icy moon of Jupiter. The top vertical meter of Europa is hidden under the optical surface seen by remote sensing, which is sensitive only to the top microns to millimeters, and meters are obscured by the resolution of current datasets; however, we can investigate Europa’s invisible meters through our understanding of the processes that act on the surface.

Because Europa is airless, and therefore vulnerable to impacting objects at scales from microns to tens of kilometers, its surface may be similar to the Moon. Energetic impacts by micron-diameter dust, many kilometer-diameter objects, and bodies of every order of magnitude in between have bombarded the Moon for billions of years, shattering bedrock and producing 10-20 m thick regolith (e.g. Nakamura et al. 1982; McKay et al. 1991). These publications define the lunar regolith as being dominated by material of size < 1 cm, with only occasional and relatively rare surface and buried boulders. Lunar regolith soil samples have a mean particle size of about 75 μm (e.g. Haskin et al. 1991). The global surface of the Moon is blanketed in regolith, from the Greek “rhegos-” meaning blanket, and “lithos-” meaning stone.

We introduce an etymological sister to regolith: “regopag” from the Greek “pagos-” meaning ice or salt evaporite deposit, to highlight the conceptual similarity, but distinguish the dominantly water ice impact-generated fragmental material that likely blankets Europa and other airless icy worlds. The regopag has also previously been called “icy regolith;” however, as we learn more about the ice-bearing poles of the Moon and Mercury and ice-rock transitional bodies such as Ceres, “icy regolith” may also imply ice particles mixed into silicate regolith, while regopag is existentially shaped by thermal and radiolytic processes (e.g. Ip et al. 1998; Nordheim et al. 2018; Molaro et al. 2019) in ways that silicate regolith
and regolith-ice mixtures are not. Despite the differences we have introduced a new word to communicate, the regopag on Europa, like the Moon’s regolith, will have formed through years of energetic impacts and acts as a fluffy blanket over the surface.

Photometric experiments that suggest that the uppermost surface of Europa is covered in fine-grained and loosely packed material with high porosity (e.g. Nelson et al. 2018). High-resolution images of Europa’s surface from the Galileo mission show a surface that is “softened,” but texturally dominated by tectonic processes and mysterious chaos terrains at the kilometer scale. Galileo image number s0426272378 shows a ridge that has been sheared by a fault, revealing a cross section of the ridge that appears to have a thin bright layer at its margin with the uppermost surface (Fig. 4.1). This layer, which is nearly hidden within one or two pixel of Galileo’s remote imaging, would have to be at least 6 m thick to be visible in the image (Phillips et al. 2017). Could this be the impact generated regopag?

Models of the thickness and evolution of the impact-generated lunar regolith have been used and developed since the Apollo era. One such model is the analytic model published
by Gault et al. (1974), which quantifies the frequency with which impacts excavate material to a certain depth as a function of time. The Gault et al. (1974) model under-predicted the impact gardening that produced the observed depth-distribution of space weathering products (which darkens regolith that has been exposed to the surface) observed in Apollo cores (e.g. Morris 1978); however, a revival of the Gault model by Costello et al. (2018) included the gardening driven by secondary impacts and provided an excellent fit that could quantitatively describe the impact processing of the upper few meters of regolith for timescales over 100 thousand years. We adapt the Costello et al. (2018) model of impact processing of the Moon to quantitatively investigate the impact processing of the surface of young, icy Europa, to determine the effects of impacts in time and space on Europa’s hidden meters and the thickness of its impact generated regopag.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Modeling the production of icy regolith or “regopag.”

We model the growth of a layer of regopag on Europa to the first order by calculating the total volume excavated by impact craters as a function of time, and assuming a uniform distribution of ejecta across the surface of Europa. We calculate the thickness of the regopag layer by calculating the thickness of a thin spherical shell of volume equal to volume excavated by impact craters and inner-radius equal to the radius of Europa.

\[ V_{\text{ejecta}} = V_{\text{shell}} = 4\pi r^2 h \]  

(4.1)

where \( r \) is the radius of Europa and \( h \) is the thickness of the thin spherical shell of regopag.

The volume of ejecta excavated by craters can be calculated using the size distribution of crater-forming impacts and a cylindrical approximation of the excavated zone. We assume that the crater production function follows a power law size frequency distribution:

\[ N = uD^v \]  

(4.2)
where \( N \) is the cumulative number of craters of transient diameter \( D \) that form per area and time, and \( u \) and \( v \) are parameters that control the magnitude and slope of the power law respectively. Only about the top 1/3 of the crater volume is ejected, while the rest of the material is compressed, brecciated, or, in the case of hypervelocity impacts, melted or vaporized. Craters are also typically 1/10 as deep as they are wide. The volume of the excavated zone of a crater with diameter \( D \) can be approximated as a cylinder with height equal to 1/3 the crater depth:

\[
V = \frac{\pi}{120} D^3 \tag{4.3}
\]

We solve for \( D \) in equation (3) and replace \( D \) in equation (2) with the result to calculate the size-frequency distribution of excavated volumes as a function of time. The total volume excavated by craters over a time interval \( t \) can then be approximated by summing the volume excavated by the distribution of craters that form on the surface:

\[
V_{\text{ejecta}} = t \int_{V_1}^{V_2} N(V) dV
\]

\[
= t \int_{V_1}^{V_2} u \left( \frac{120V}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{v}{3}} dV
\]

\[
= tu \left( \frac{120}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{v}{3}} \left( \frac{3}{v+3} \right) \left( V_2^{\frac{v+3}{3}} - V_1^{\frac{v+3}{3}} \right) \tag{4.4}
\]

where \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are arbitrary small and large volumes respectively, where \( u \) and \( v \) are shape parameters from the crater production function, and \( t \) is time. Using these expressions, we solve for \( h \) in equation (1) to estimate the thickness of the regopag as it grows over time:

\[
h = \frac{tu}{4\pi r^2} \left( \frac{120}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{v}{3}} \left( \frac{3}{v+3} \right) \left( V_2^{\frac{v+3}{3}} - V_1^{\frac{v+3}{3}} \right) \tag{4.5}
\]

where \( r \) is the radius of Europa.
4.2.2 Modeling impact gardening.

Impact gardening mobilizes material in the top meter, churning buried materials upwards. We calculate the impact gardening rate on Europa using the analytic model published by Costello et al., (2018). The model takes in a crater production function (equation 1) and calculates the frequency a point at depth is in the excavated volume of a crater as a function of time. The analytic model takes the form:

\[ \Lambda = h \left[ \left( \frac{v + 2}{uv} \right) \left( \frac{4 \lambda}{\pi tc^2} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{v+2}} \] (4.6)

where \( \Lambda \) is the gardening depth, \( t \) is a time interval, \( h \) is the dimensionless depth fraction of crater diameter, \( u \) and \( v \) are from the crater production function (Eqn. 1), \( \lambda \) is the cumulative Poisson distribution-derived average number of events per interval, and \( c \) is a dimensionless scaling parameter that accounts for overlapping craters. For details on the derivation of the model, we refer to Costello et al. (2018) and the followup paper: Costello et al. (2020). Ultimately, this expression allows us to calculate the depth that has been in the excavated volume of craters as a function of time. The model has been able to reproduce the depth distribution of space weathering products observed in Apollo cores, and the timescale over which ephemeral lunar surface features are gardened into background regolith (Costello et al., 2018).

4.2.3 Modeling secondary impacts.

Models of regolith mixing that do not include the effects of secondary impacts underestimate the rate of gardening by orders of magnitude. A critical update introduced by Costello et al. (2018) was the inclusion of secondary impacts. Following Costello et al. (2018), we assume that every primary impact that strikes Europa produces one hundred thousand secondary impacts. If the impact flux has the shape \( ad^b \), where \( d \) is the diameter of the impacting object and the secondary flux parameter \( a_{\text{Secondary}} = a_{\text{Primary}} \times 10^5 \). The secondary flux power index is \( b_{\text{Secondary}} = -4 \) (following Table 4 of McEwen et al., 2005). To produce a
Figure 4.2 Illustration of the regopag thickness model. We calculate the total volume excavated by craters and set that volume equal to the volume of a thin spherical shell. The thickness of the spherical shell is the reported regopag thickness.
secondary crater production function we process the flux of secondary fragments through the Holsapple (1993) scaling from impactor size to crater size following the method in Costello et al. (2018, Eqn. 32).

4.2.4 The impact rate at Europa.

Our models take in a crater production function (Eqn. 1) that describes the size-frequency distribution of craters formed on a surface per unit area and time. We model impact processing using either a crater production function constructed from observations and crater counts or a crater production function synthesized from the flux of objects from space and assumptions about impactor diameter to crater diameter scaling. Costello et al. (2020) found that the gardening calculated using the observed and synthesized crater production functions fit both one another and the gardening observed in Apollo cores. Although in our assessment of gardening on Europa we lack the ground-truth allowed by the Apollo cores, we should expect a similar agreement between craters counted and craters modeled on Europa.

Bierhaus et al. (2001; 2005; hereafter “Bierhaus et al. crater counts”) performed extensive crater counts using high-resolution Galileo data. Their crater counts can be considered complete down to about 200 m diameter craters. Unlike the Moon, the relatively young surface of Europa has not yet reached crater saturation at this scale (where every point on the surface has been struck by a 200 m crater-forming impact at least one time); however it must have been below image resolution. We assume the shape of the crater production function implied by the Bierhaus crater counts holds down to 1 m craters. This extrapolation is reasonable, as the size distribution of craters over this scale has a relatively stable shape on the Moon (e.g. Speyerer et al. 2016); however, because Europa is icy rather than rocky and is struck by a different impactor population there may be surprises revealed by the imager on board Europa Clipper.

In our effort to model the production of small craters on Europa, we look first to the primary impact rate. Dynamic models agree that Jupiter comets dominate the impactor
population (Zahnle et al. 1998; Levison et al. 2000; Zahnle et al. 2003). The Levison et al. (2000) dynamic model and the Zahnle et al. (2003) “Case B” size frequency distribution, which should have been representative of the flux at Neptune have been used by other workers to be representative of the small primary impactor flux at Europa (e.g. Tsuji et al. 2016) because of agreement with recent impact flash observations (Hueso et al. 2013).

We identify two possible scenarios for the cratering rate at Europa to use in our modeling:

- **Case A**: We assume that the cratering rate at Europa can be represented by Zahnle et al. (2003) “Case A”. We model a crater production function for secondary craters using the Case A primary flux predicted by Zahnle et al. (2003) using the method described in section 2.3.

- **Case B**: We assume, as Tsuji et al. (2016) did, that the cratering rate at Europa can be represented by the Zahnle et al. (2003) “Case B” and Levison et al. (2000) dynamic model. We also model the secondary flux produced by this relatively higher impact rate following the method outlined in section 2.3.

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the collection of knowledge and models that we use to understand the cratering rate on Europa. The vertical error in the our plot of the Bierhaus et al. crater count data comes from assumptions about the surface age. Let us image that we have counted 10 craters on a surface. If we assume that surface is 1 Myr old, the 10 craters we counted imply a cratering rate of 10 craters per Myr. If instead the surface is 1 Gyr old, the 10 craters we counted imply a much lower cratering rate: 10 craters per Gyr. The models of crater production do not suffer the same uncertainty because they are not scaled from surface age. The models predict some number of craters form per annum based on the number and scale of impacts per annum. Both the Case A and Case B modeled secondary production functions appear to fit the Bierhaus et al. crater counts where the assumed surface age is between 10 and 200 Myr. Costello et al. (2020) showed that that the secondary crater production model for the Moon fit the observed production of meter scale albedo anomalies on the Moon (Speyerer et al., 2016), and it is reassuring that the
Figure 4.3 The crater production rate on Europa. The vertical error in the our plot of the Bierhaus et al. crater count data, which is considered complete down to 200 m craters, comes from assumptions about the surface age. We calculate fits to the cratering rate implied by the Bierhaus et al. crater count data for surface ages of 1 Myr (the minimum time it would take for tectonic features to have formed: Howell et al 2018), 10 Myr, and 200 Myr. The models of crater production do not suffer the same uncertainty in age scaling - predicting some number of craters form per annum based on the number and scale of impacts per annum. Our models for the number of secondaries produced by both the Case A and Case B primary impact flux fit the cratering rate implied by the Bierhaus crater counts for surface ages between 10 and 200 Myr.
model again appears to fit observations here regardless of the use of the Case A or Case B primary impact flux.

4.3 Results

We use the method described in Section 2.2 to calculate the thickness of a thin spherical shell of inner radius equal to the radius of Europa and with volume equal to the volume ejected by impacts into a hard ice target (Fig. 4.4). We integrate over crater sizes from 1 m to 45 km, assuming that craters smaller than 1 m mostly eject material that is already regopag. Our results show that the contribution of primary impactors is negligibly small. Despite lower energy, secondary impacts are so frequent that their ejecta is the dominant contributor to the regopag. We predict on the order of 10 m of regopag accumulates on a 10 Myr old surface. This is in the same order of magnitude as the depth implied by the Galileo image s0426272378 cross-section.

Once regopag is formed, it is churned by frequent smaller impacts. We calculate the depth of impact gardening using the method outlined in Section 2.2 and the cratering rates identified in Section 2.3 and show the results in Fig. 4.5. Just like on the Moon, impact gardening is shallower than the regolith/regopag depth. We calculate that the top 10 cm to 1 m of Europa globally is thoroughly mixed. Some regions have been more thoroughly gardened. We plot the depth-distribution of impact gardening depth with probability in Fig. 4.6. Though rarely found on Europa, some regions may have a mixing zone as deep as 10 m.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 The depth profile of irradiated material.

In previous work the impact gardened mixing depth has been called the “in situ reworking zone”, implying that material in this zone is so frequently overturned by impacts that it might as well be on the surface (Morris 1978). Apollo cores show a systematic decrease of
Figure 4.4 We calculate the thickness of a spherical shell of volume equal to the volume ejected by carters over a time interval shown on the x-axis. Primary impacts contribute a relatively small volume while secondary impacts excavate much more. We integrate craters between 1 m and 45 km in diameter, assuming that smaller craters mostly excavate material that is already regopag. We predict on the order of 10 m of regopag has accumulated over Europa’s surface age.
Figure 4.5 We calculate the impact gardening rate on Europa at 50% probability using the cratering rate implied by the Bierhaus et al. crater counts and our modeled secondary impact cratering rates. We predict the impact gardening zone extends to 10 to 50 cm depth.

Figure 4.6 The probability distribution of gardening with depth.
space weathering products with depth, and the Costello et al. model for gardening on the Moon reproduces the depth distribution exceedingly well. Like Apollo cores, Fig. 4.6 shows the decreasing probability of finding surface-correlated material at a given depth as it has been transported by impact gardening. The top 20 to 30 cm of regopag on Europa are likely saturated with radiolytic products and any material in this zone spends a significant amount of calendar time at the uppermost surface. We should expect spatial heterogeneity in the depth distribution of surface correlated products, just as there is spatial heterogeneity in the depth distribution observed in the Apollo cores; however, if we are searching for biomolecules that have never been irradiated at the surface, we conclude that we must look deeper than 50 cm, where gardening has had a 99% probability of churning regopag to the surface over the surface age of Europa.

4.4.2 Lateral transport and regolith/regopag depth.

On the Moon, lateral transport of material is less efficient than vertical transport (Langevin & Arnold 1977; Costello et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2017). On the Moon, impacts and lateral mixing have smeared the boundary between dark basaltic mare and bright plagioclase anorthosite highlands in a 4-5 km mixing region and some Apollo mare samples include up to 20% highlands material (Heiken et al. 1991); however, it has taken billions of years of large ray-forming impacts to marginally blur these regions (e.g. Huang et al. 2017). Extensive pyroclastic deposits such as the Aristarchus pyroclastic deposit are spectrally and thermophysically distinct at the surface (e.g. Allen et al. 2012) and their presence implies that even billions of years of lateral transport does not move enough material to bury them. While pyroclastic glass is found in Apollo samples across the sampled surface, it is thought to have been transported to these locations by much greater than 50 km and/or basin-forming impacts (Huang et al. 2017; Xie & Zhu 2016; Haskin et al. 2003; Oberbeck 1975). There are no visible craters on the surface of Europa that are this size.

The surface of the Moon is two to four orders of magnitude older than Europa and has had two to four orders of magnitude more time to encounter those large meteorites whose
impacts drive the limited lateral transport we observe. We reason that lateral transport of material due to impacts on Europa is too slow to be important at the meter scale except in the special case of those restricted regions that have been influenced by the rays of a large crater such as Pwyll. The negligible contribution of primary impacts to the regopag depth (Fig. 4.4) supports the supposition that lateral transport of primary ejecta is limited. All of this is not to say that future studies of lateral transport on Europa following, for example, the work of Huang et al. (2017) or Xie & Zhu (2016), would not be illuminating or useful, only that such a study would need to focus on the ejecta of Europa’s largest craters and that lateral transport is not a globally influential process. Another important implication of the relatively slow rate of lateral transport on Europa is that local material anomalies of interest will not be dispersed by impacts, even in trace amounts, across the entire surface of Europa.

4.4.3 Gardening crater rays and plume deposits.

Costello et al. (2018; 2020) validated the model of gardening on the Moon by exploring the implications of gardening model results for the erasure of lunar surface features, including crater rays. Lunar rays are charismatic albedo anomalies that splay radially away from a young crater, presenting an albedo contrast with background material. The contrast can be the result of material differences (e.g. highland anorthosite regolith rays on a mare basalt regolith background) or maturity (e.g. un-space weathered material excavated and thrown over space weathered material). Rayed craters on the Moon are less than 1 Gyr old; and older craters have had their rays faded into background regolith by a combination of impact gardening and space weathering by solar wind and micrometeoroid impacts. Rays are thought to be 1 m - 10 m thick, depending on the distance from and size of their parent crater (McGetchin et al. 1973; Hawke et al. 2004). Costello et al. (2018) showed that gardening due to secondary impacts could erase rays that are 1 m thick over 1 Gyr.

Europan crater rays are as charismatic as rays on the Moon, and yet more mysterious in nature and evolution. Europa’s second largest crater, Pwyll (45 km diameter), displays
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extensive rays that are bright against reddened and darkened underlying material. Europan rays like those that surround Pwyll may be conceptually similar to lunar maturity rays, where fresh material is thrown over material that has been chemically and physically altered by exposure to the surface environment. In Europa’s case, the surface ice would be radiolyzed and possibly colored over time by endogenic sulfur from Io (e.g. Eviatar et al. 1981; Alvarellos et al. 2008). Not all craters on Europa have bright rays. Niamh (5 km in diameter), for example, has dark rayed ejecta - the origin and nature of which is not yet understood; however, despite the persistent mystery of the formation mechanisms and nature of Europa rays, one fact is indisputable: not all craters on Europa have rays, which implies some form of erasure over time. At the 20 km scale, the difference between the cratering rate from Cases A and B from Zahnle et al. (2003) are negligible, and both predict one > 20 km crater forms every 2 Myr. Three > 20 km diameter rayed craters have been identified on the observed half Europa: Pwyll, Manannán, and Taliesin. Following the logic presented in Phillips et al. (2000) we reason that if such craters form once every 2 Myr (or once every 4 Myr on half of Europa), then Pwyll, Manannán, and Taliesin may have formed over 12 Myr and rays must therefore fade over a lifetime on that order.

Over 12 Myr, we calculate impact gardening on the order of 10 cm (Fig. 4.5) and up to 1 m in limited regions (Fig. 4.6). If Europan cratering follows similar laws to cratering on the Moon, then ejecta from Pwyll is 1 m thick 100 km from the rim (10 crater radii away; McGetchin et al. 1973). If gardening, radiolyisis and Iogenic alteration behave together in a similar way that gardening and space weathering erase rays on the Moon, gardening would not be able to erase a 1 m thick ray until more than 100 Myr had passed. The gardening depth we calculate (about 10 cm in 10 Myr) is too shallow to account for the erasure rate of meter thick rays over only 12 Myr.

There are no observable plume deposits on Europa; however, if they are similar in thickness to rays they will also fade over 12 Myr. If this is true, then no new plume has formed on the observed surface over the last 12 Myr. Unless Pwyll, Manannán, and Taliesin, are anomalously young, it is unlikely that their crater rays are simply a bright fine-grained
frost (Chapman and McKinnon, 1986), as they would be disrupted by impact gardening over short timescales. Similarly, a millimeter thick plume deposit would be vulnerable to the orders of magnitude faster and more intense impact gardening at the millimeter scale and would be extremely ephemeral.

4.4.4 The thermal and radiation process that make regopag distinct from silicate regolith.

The regopag is affected by thermal and radiation processes in ways that silicate regolith is not. Impact processes are just one act in a circus of sublimation ablation, thermal segregation, sintering, sputtering, and irradiation. The surface of Europa is extremely active and, as was noted by Phillips et al. (2000): sputtering erosion alone may erode the top meter of regopag over only 10 Myr (Ip et al. 1998), meaning regopag from crater ejecta may be sputtered as quickly as it is produced. If thermal processes or sputtering erosion dominated the erasure of crater rays, then we should observe spatial variation in ray fading that reflects latitudinal variation in temperature (e.g. Spencer et al. 1999; Hobley et al. 2018) and spatial variation in radiation dose (Nordheim et al., 2018). There is no evidence of a spatial dependance for crater rays or ray fading: Pwyll’s rays splay outward with equal brilliance towards and away from the equator; however, exploring the finer scale brightness changes in ray material as a probe of erasure mechanisms is an exciting prospect of the global high resolution images that will be provided by Europa Clipper.

High resolution images of targets like the exposed cross-section shown in Fig. 4.1 and its 6 to 12 meter wide bright layer would also provide valuable evidence for the thickness and evolution of the regopag. By targeting ridges that have been cross cut by younger faults and taking images at a shallow view angle, we would take advantage of the unique tectonic activity on Europa and the views of the subsurface it provides us that are unavailable on bodies like the Moon. High resolution images would also provide a tool for exploring regopag depth through techniques that have been used to explore regolith depth on the Moon. Specifically, some craters have large blocks of rock in their ejecta that are visible in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Depth Scale</th>
<th>Time Scale</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gardening</td>
<td>10 cm to 1 m</td>
<td>Power law with time.</td>
<td>This Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regopag</td>
<td>&gt; 10 m</td>
<td>Power law with time.</td>
<td>~1 m Myr&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputtering Erosion</td>
<td>Leading/trailing asymmetry. 0.2-2 μm</td>
<td>~2 x 10&lt;sup&gt;-2&lt;/sup&gt; m Myr&lt;sup&gt;1+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>*Cassidy et al. (2013); Hobley et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 m per 10 Myr&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Dose</td>
<td>Varies spatially. Up to 1 m penetration.</td>
<td>See Fig. 16 of * and Fig. 3 of **</td>
<td>*Cooper et al. (2001); **Nordheim et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sublimation Ablation</td>
<td>Varies by temperature. 0 to 15 m</td>
<td>Varies by temperature. 0 - 3 x 10&lt;sup&gt;-7&lt;/sup&gt; m yr&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hobley et al. (2018); Hand et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal segregation</td>
<td>Varies by temperature. ?</td>
<td>Varies by grain size and may be suppressed by sputtering* ?</td>
<td>*Spencer et al. (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sintering</td>
<td>Varies by temperature. μm to ?</td>
<td>Timescale depends on grain size and temperature. See Fig. 15 of *</td>
<td>*Molaro et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 A preliminary summary of the depth of influence and timescale for different impact, radiation, and thermal processes on Europa that includes the results of this work.
LRO images. Some craters do not. Where craters have ejected blocks they have penetrated the regolith. By identifying how large craters must be to excavate rocks we can probe the regolith depth (e.g. Bart et al. 2011). A survey of the ejecta of Europa’s craters at high resolution could yield similar insights into the depth of the regopag.

While we wait for data from Europa Clipper, we can integrate our understanding of the processes that form and shape the regopag. In Table 4.4.4 we summarize the depth and timescale of charged particle and thermal processes as they have been described in literature and of the impact process that we presented here. This table should be expanded and elaborated. Sputtering, for example, has been shown to produce a tenuous water exosphere over Europa and Ganymede (e.g. Planiaki et al. 2012); however not all sputtered volatiles are lost to space, some will migrate. Impact gardening forces the migration of everything, with no preference for volatility or albedo. How efficient are these processes in relation to one another? How do they affect the surface texture and albedo? Do impacts on Europa produce amorphous water agglutinates like the glassy agglutinates that bind regolith grains on the Moon? Do grains of regopag accumulate amorphous coatings from impact vapor? Does impact vapor play a role in addition to radiation and thermal processes in the dominantly amorphous water observed on the surface of Europa (e.g. Hansen & McCord 2004)? Do impacts facilitate sintering by providing fine grained material and an increased temperature? Does sintering or gardening act faster? What is the radiation dose received by regopag as a function of depth in the presence of impact gardening?

4.5 Conclusions

- We introduce a new term to describe the impact generated fine grained material that blankets icy worlds: “regopag”. The regopag is altered by thermal and radiolytic processes in ways that silicate regolith is not; however, both regopag and regolith form from repeated impacts.

- The icy regolith or “regopag” on Europa is > 10 m thick.
• Most of the lunar regolith can be attributed to relatively high energy impacts (e.g. Oberbeck 1975; Hirabayashi et al. 2018). Our treatment of regopag growth was exploratory and could be improved with more robust modeling and qualification with direct observations.

• Secondary impacts dominantly contribute to regopag production on Europa.

• The top 10-50 cm of Europa’s surface regopag is thoroughly mixed and there may be locations where the mixing zone extends to 10 m depth. If we wish to discover biomolecules that have never been exposed to surface radiation, we must look deeper than 50 cm. Impact gardening alone can not explain the fading of crater rays over 12 Myr.

• Global high resolution images of Europa will provide valuable validation and exploration tools. We will be able to searching high resolution images of the ejecta of Europa’s small craters for ice-boulders as a probe of regopag depth, its spatial variation, and the evolution of impact generated surface texture. Europa’s active surface provides some unique targets for imaging such as crater rays and cross-cut ridges like those in the Galileo image s0426272378, which are of particular value for the exploration of the regopag and its evolution in the presence of impacts, thermal processes and radiation.

• While we wait for Europa Clipper and a landed mission to arrive, we should combine our knowledge of the impact, thermal, and radiation processes that alter Europa’s surface as a system.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this dissertation I derived, expanded upon, and adapted an analytic model of impact gardening to calculate the extent to which and timescale over which impact gardening alters the surfaces of the Moon, Mercury, and Europa. The dissertation supports the following key scientific findings:

- Secondary impacts dominate over primary impacts in the impact gardening of planetary surfaces.

- Micrometeoroids overturn the top few milimeters of lunar soil with extreme frequency.

- The reconstituted, expanded upon, and adapted impact gardening model based on Gault et al. (1974) is validated for the Moon against the gardening implied by analysis of Apollo cores and interpretation of remote sensing data sets (Chapters 1 and 2).

- The model is dominantly sensitive to variation in the slope of the input cumulative crater production function. It is also sensitive to impact velocity. It is relatively weakly sensitive to material properties of the target that control crater size such as density and yield strength.

- Impact gardening is more efficient on the Moon than on Mercury.

- Gardening is more efficient in ice than in regolith.

- Lunar ice may be billions of years old and have previously been > 10 m thick.
• Mercury’s most recent large-scale deposition of ice occurred no more than 200 Myr ago.

• The sources of ice on the Moon and Mercury are likely sporadic and voluminous rather than continuous.

• The differences between the Moon and Mercury will likely only become more distinct, as gardening exposes what little ice remains on the Moon to loss and only scratches the surface of Mercury’s extensive deposits.

• On Europa, primary impacts produce a layer of regopag that is $> 10$ cm thick.

• Secondary impacts churn the top 10 cm to 1 m of Europa’s regopag, and we will have to dig at least half a meter deep to find abundant material that has never been radiolytically altered.